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Resumo Alargado
Nos dias de hoje, os sistemas de tempo real crescem em importância e complexidade. Medi-
ante a passagem do ambiente uniprocessador para mulƟprocessador, o trabalho realizado no
primeiro não é completamente aplicável no segundo, dado que o nível de complexidade difere,
principalmente devido à existência de múlƟplos processadores no sistema. Cedo percebeu-se,
que a complexidade do problema não cresce linearmente com a adição destes. Na verdade,
esta complexidade apresenta-se como uma barreira ao avanço cienơfico nesta área que, para já,
se mantém desconhecida, e isto testemunha-se, essencialmente no caso de escalonamento de
tarefas.
A passagem para este novo ambiente, quer se trate de sistemas de tempo real ou não, prom-
ete gerar a oportunidade de realizar trabalho que no primeiro caso nunca seria possível, criando
assim, novas garanƟas de desempenho, menos gastos monetários e menores consumos de ener-
gia. Este úlƟmo fator, apresentou-se desde cedo, como, talvez, a maior barreira de desenvolvi-
mento de novos processadores na área uniprocessador, dado que, à medida que novos eram
lançados para o mercado, ao mesmo tempo que ofereciam maior performance, foram levando
ao conhecimento de um limite de geração de calor que obrigou ao surgimento da área mulƟpro-
cessador. No futuro, espera-se que o número de processadores num determinado chip venha a
aumentar, e como é óbvio, novas técnicas de exploração das suas inerentes vantagens têm de
ser desenvolvidas, e a área relacionada com os algoritmos de escalonamento não é exceção.
Ao longo dos anos, diferentes categorias de algoritmos mulƟprocessador para dar resposta
a este problema têm vindo a ser desenvolvidos, destacando-se principalmente estes: globais,
parƟƟcionados e semi-parƟƟcionados. A perspeƟva global, supõe a existência de uma fila global
que é acessível por todos os processadores disponíveis. Este fato torna disponível a migração
de tarefas, isto é, é possível parar a execução de uma tarefa e resumir a sua execução num pro-
cessador disƟnto. Num dado instante, num grupo de tarefas, m, as tarefas de maior prioridade
são selecionadas para execução. Este Ɵpo promete limites de uƟlização altos, a custo elevado de
preempções/migrações de tarefas. Em contraste, os algoritmos parƟcionados, colocam as tare-
fas em parƟções, e estas, são atribuídas a um dos processadores disponíveis, isto é, para cada
processador, é atribuída uma parƟção. Por essa razão, a migração de tarefas não é possível, aca-
bando por fazer com que o limite de uƟlização não seja tão alto quando comparado com o caso
anterior, mas o número de preempções de tarefas decresce significaƟvamente.
O esquema semi-parƟcionado, é uma resposta de caráter hibrido entre os casos anteriores,
pois existem tarefas que são parƟcionadas, para serem executadas exclusivamente por um grupo
v
de processadores, e outras que são atribuídas a apenas um processador. Com isto, resulta uma
solução que é capaz de distribuir o trabalho a ser realizado de uma forma mais eficiente e bal-
anceada. Infelizmente, para todos estes casos, existe uma discrepância entre a teoria e a práƟca,
pois acaba-se por se assumir conceitos que não são aplicáveis na vida real. Para dar resposta
a este problema, é necessário implementar estes algoritmos de escalonamento em sistemas
operaƟvos reais e averiguar a sua aplicabilidade, para caso isso não aconteça, as alterações
necessárias sejam feitas, quer a nível teórico quer a nível práƟco. Adicionalmente, os métodos
de obtenção de resultados também têm de ser melhorados, para que o trabalho de invesƟgação
necessário seja feito com maior graciosidade.
Nesta dissertação, apresenta-se uma framework concebida numsistemaoperaƟvo real, neste
caso Linux, que implementa uma série de algoritmos de escalonamento semi-parƟcionados em
ambientemulƟprocessador, de uma forma genérica emodular, para que no futuro, novas adições
possam ser incluídas. Documentação detalhada também é fornecida, para que um terceiro tam-
bém possa Ɵrar parƟdo do que foi desenvolvido. Presente também está, um mecanismo de
obtenção de resultados, quer a nível do que é feito durante o escalonamento no que diz respeito
a eventos, quer a nível de dados estaơsƟcos.
Apesar de no início deste trabalho, uma versão inicial desta framework já ter estadodisponível,
neste momento tornou-se ainda mais modular, aproveitando algumas das novas caracterísƟcas
herdadas por uma versãomais recente do núcleo do Linux, e de uma nova organização do código
fonte que Ɵnha sido produzido até então, e que, também resultou emnovas funcionalidades. En-
tre estas, destaca-se a capacidade de se poder escolher o algoritmo uniprocessor a ser uƟlizado
durante o escalonamento.
Posto isto, possibilitou-se a uƟlização de algoritmos de prioridades fixas ao nível da tarefa du-
rante o escalonamento a ser realizado. Isto obrigou à conceção de uma nova análise de escalon-
abilidade que lida diretamente com este caso e tal também é apresentado neste documento.
Até agora, apesar deste trabalho ainda necessitar de alguns melhoramentos, resultados posi-
Ɵvos foram obƟdos.
Para facilitar enormemente o processo de recolha de resultados, e de melhoramento de pro-
dução e/ou testes dos algoritmos implementados, uma ferramenta foi concebida para que, ao
consumir os dados produzidos durante o escalonamento, uma representação visual se construa,
e isto é feito sobe a forma de um diagrama de GanƩ, em que tudo o que é representado é facil-
mente manipulado/filtrado.
Após se terem feitos vários testes, concluiu-se que o trabalho efetuado por todos estes com-
ponentes aqui desenvolvidos, mostram-se bastante promissores no que diz respeito à criação de
novo trabalho de invesƟgação nesta área.
Palavras-chave: Sistemas mulƟprocessador, Escalonamento mulƟprocessador de tempo-real,
Escalonamento semi-parƟcionado, Análise de escalonabilidade, Linux
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Abstract
Nowadays, real Ɵme systems grow in importance and complexity. Whilemoving from the unipro-
cessor to the mulƟprocessor environment, the tools available can not be directly used from one
to the other because the level of complexity is significantly greater. This complexity grows with
the number of processors available, and surely, this fact is what is keeping this area of research
from advancing quicker, and this is even more true for real Ɵme task scheduling.
This advancement, from one processor to mulƟple, promises a number of advantages, such
as: doing work that would not be possible in the uniprocessor environment, resulƟng, in new
performance guarantees, lower monetary costs, and less power consumpƟon. Heat generaƟon,
imposed a limit in uniprocessor advancement making it an unreliable path to take, and there-
fore, the mulƟprocessor is, perhaps, the way to go in the future. It is expected that the number
of processors in a given chip is going to grow, and this imposes the necessity to develop new
technologies to fully exploit the resources available, and real Ɵme mulƟprocessor scheduling is
no excepƟon.
Different mulƟprocessor scheduling categories were developed throughout the years. The
global scheme uses a global queue that is accessible to all processors. This enables task migra-
Ɵons, high uƟlizaƟon bounds but at the cost of many task preempƟons andmigraƟons. To reduce
these, the parƟƟoned schemewas created. It allocates tasks to parƟƟons, and these aremapped
to processors. Unfortunately, this removes the possibility to migrate tasks, and grants lower uƟ-
lizaƟon bounds. To inherit the advantages of both schemes, the semi-parƟƟoned, or task-spliƫng
scheme was devised, allowing some tasks to execute in several processors, and others to be exe-
cuted by one. This is done to achieve beƩer scheduling guarantees by balancing the work more
efficiently.
This dissertaƟon, describes the construcƟon of a framework that implements some of these
algorithms. This work aims to deal with the real difficulƟes found when doing such in a real
operaƟng system. Schedulability analysis, which is a must, is also provided for a specific envi-
ronment that is generated by the framework’s usage, namely, for task-fixed priority algorithms
as the uniprocessor scheduling algorithm used in the on-line scheduling procedure. Finally, to
improve the research process, a piece of soŌware was been conceived that generates a graph-
ical representaƟon of the scheduling phase. It is shown, that by using these tools, realisƟc and
posiƟve results can be obtained.
Keywords: MulƟprocessor Systems,MulƟprocessor Real-Time Scheduling, Semi-ParƟƟoned Sche-
duling, Schedulability Analysis, Linux
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Chapter 1
IntroducƟon
With the current hardware’s advancement, the soŌware available must be prepared for it. Re-
garding uniprocessor real Ɵme compuƟng, that was originated since the launching of the first
spaceships to the moon, there is soŌware available and mature scheduling theory. In the mulƟ-
processor case, that is not true, the scheduling theory available is sƟll new, and there are many
problems to be addressed. Thework presented in this dissertaƟon aims to address someof them.
First, by presenƟng new unified schedulability analysis for fixed-task uniprocessor algorithms
under semi-parƟƟoned scheduling. Second, in depth documentaƟon regarding a framework de-
veloped in combinaƟonwith the Linux kernel, and finally, a piece of soŌware that offers a number
of advantages, such as, tesƟng semi-parƟƟoned algorithms.
1.1 MoƟvaƟon
As it is known, through Ɵme, soŌware complexity grows, and to be able to respond with this de-
mand, computer manufacturers simply provided processors with more clock speed. Heat gener-
aƟon and power consumpƟon created a big problem for uniprocessor1 systems [Lowney, 2006],
and therefore, advancements in this area started to be very difficult to make. This problem be-
gan to be solved with the introducƟon of mulƟprocessor systems, that, allowed mulƟple cores
(or processing units) to work simultaneously, where each core runs at a lower frequency, which
in turn, reduces the power consumpƟon and the heat generaƟon. This change for mulƟproces-
sor systems, showed itself very promising and widely accepted [Sodan et al., 2010]. The problem
with this newer perspecƟve, is that it triggered newer challenges to bemet. The techniques used
in uniprocessor systems could not be directly applied, and soŌware developers needed to create
newer strategies to fully exploit the resources available, that is, the processing units available.
For real Ɵme systems too, mulƟprocessing can be very useful to obtain beƩer performance
and less power consumpƟon. In, [Lee et al., 2007], it is shown that these systems are becom-
ing, more and more important due to their pervasiveness, since most infrastructures depend on
them. AddiƟonally, mulƟple processors working together increase the computaƟon capacity.
1In this dissertaƟon, uniprocessor or single-processor systems are thosewere there is only oneprocessing unit/core
available. In contrast, in mulƟprocessor systems there are mulƟple processing units/cores available.
1
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In [Lee et al., 2007], a definiƟon of a real Ɵme system can be found. Their correctness and
quality is defined not just by the computaƟon results that they produce, but also by the Ɵme in
which they are able to do so, that is, for each task that is executed there is a Ɵme constraint oŌen
called deadline. A task may not coexist alone, but yet various can, to which this group is normally
designated as task set.
Like in any other computaƟonal systems, in real Ɵme compuƟng there must be soŌware that
is prepared to deal with real Ɵme funcƟonaliƟes. A general purpose operaƟng system is not pre-
pared for them, Ɵme control and exactness is of utmost importance, and the operaƟng system
components must be aware of the task’s temporal constraints, with special emphasis on the task
scheduler. This is why it is needed a scheduling algorithm2 in place to be able to execute and sat-
isfy the task’s demands. Scheduling algorithms can also be compared and evaluated using their
uƟlizaƟon bound, which is a limit that defines the maximum amount of work that can be done by
a task scheduled according to one scheduling algorithm, which, if surpassed, will result in tasks
not meeƟng their deadlines. Furthermore, these systems must be designed and implemented
so that they do not fail, given that in some instances catastrophic results may occur. This can be
assured with a schedulability test, which allows, during the system’s design phase, to conclude if
a task set is feasible, that is, that all of its tasks will meet their deadlines.
Theuniprocessor scheduling algorithmsdevised, and their implementaƟon techniques, again,
could not be directly used, and this jusƟfied the act of newmulƟprocessor scheduling algorithms
schemes being devised, and three main categories were, at least, created: global, parƟƟoned,
and semi-parƟƟoned.
In the global scheme there is a global queue in which every processor can access to fetch
tasks. This scheme assures that at any Ɵme instant the highest priority tasks are execuƟng on
m processors (assuming that the system is composed by m processing units). Task migraƟon is
possible, that is, a task can change from one processor to another during its execuƟon span. This
scheme oŌen allows a very high uƟlizaƟon bound (some can achieve 100%), but the global shared
queue’s existence imposes the need of a locking mechanism that is used to control its access.
ParƟƟoned scheduling, as its name implies, distributes the exisƟng tasks into parƟƟons, and
these are assigned to processors. A processor can only be working with one parƟƟon at a given
instant which results in tasks not being allowed to migrate among processors. The uƟlizaƟon
bound is smaller than the global scheme(only 50% can be achieved). This scheme has the ad-
vantage of simplifying the scheduling problem, because each parƟƟon is seen as a uniprocessor
system. Furthermore, these algorithms are, in fact, composed by two algorithms, one that is used
off-line, during the design phase, and another at run-Ɵme. The first, allocates tasks to processors,
and it presents itself as a bin-packing problem that is also known to be NP-hard [Coffman et al.,
1997]. The second, schedules them at run-Ɵme, and it is a uniprocessor scheduling algorithm.
One example is Earliest Deadline First, where the highest priority task is the one with the most
urgent deadline.
In an aƩempt to inherit the advantages and reduce the disadvantages given by the previous
2This term is oŌen used by the real Ɵme compuƟng community, not just to describe the algorithm but the overall
scheduling mechanism in existence. Another term used is scheduling policy, or simply policy.
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schemes, semi-parƟƟoned, or Task-Spliƫng scheduling, was devised. Under this scheme, most
tasks execute in one single processor (non-split tasks), and others are split between them (split
tasks). It is important to know that its not the task’s code that is split, but yet their execuƟon
demand. Like in the parƟƟoned case, these are also composed by two algorithms, one, off-line,
to assign tasks to processors, and another, on-line, to schedule tasks at run-Ɵme.
Unfortunately, as affirmed in [Baker, 2010], the theory devised, usually does not have corre-
spondence in pracƟce, and it is, therefore, very important to actually try to implement thesemul-
Ɵprocessor scheduling algorithms in real operaƟng systems. Task context switches for example,
that is, the act of switching from one task to another at run-Ɵme, the computaƟonal resources
spent at the task’s release, or even inter-processor communicaƟon, impose at least one issue to
be addressed. This issue refers to the fact that they can affect the scheduling process in the long
run, since they consume computaƟonal resources which could lead to deadlines not being met.
UlƟmately, their behaviour must be studied.
1.2 ContribuƟons
Upon this, the work described in this dissertaƟon, provides several research tools that were cre-
ated to aid the research process in the area of mulƟ-processor semi-parƟƟoned scheduling:
• Because there is only unified schedulability analysis for semi-parƟƟoned algorithms that
uses Earliest Deadline First as its uniprocessor scheduling algorithm, unified schedulability
analysis is proposed using uniprocessor fixed-task priority algorithms, such as, RateMono-
tonic and Deadline Monotonic. This is moƟvated by the fact that fixed-task priority algo-
rithms are widely used in the real world and it would be interesƟng to observe how they
behave in combinaƟon to semi-parƟƟoned algorithms.
• At the beginning of this work an implementaƟon of the framework was already in place,
but during this period, some improvements were done. A new Linux kernel is used.The
current framework 3 version is now evenmore unified and opƟmized andwith a few newer
funcƟonaliƟes. The documentaƟon needed for a third-party to understand it also present.
This is very important to promote the research methodologies used, so that new research
work may be produced.
• The final contribuƟon is a piece of soŌware that uses the scheduling informaƟon that is
generated during the scheduling process. With this, it is capable to draw a GanƩ diagram
that provides a visual representaƟon of what happened. The results shown can be nav-
igated and filtered. Finally, the staƟsƟcal informaƟon, is used to draw box-and-whisker
plots for tesƟng purposes.
3The current version of the framework is available, for installaƟon and tesƟng purposes. Please, visit this website
at the url: www.cister.isep.ipp.pt/retas for further informaƟon.
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1.3 InsƟtuƟonal Support
The work present in this document was devised in the context of the EMC2 project, belonging
to the ARTEMIS program, with the support provided by CISTER (Research Centre in Real-Time
and Embedded CompuƟng Systems) which is a top-ranked Research Unit based at the School of
Engineering (ISEP) of the Polytechnic InsƟtute of Porto (IPP), Portugal.
The IPP-HURRAY research group, created in mid 1997, is the core and genesis of the CISTER
Research Unit. HURRAY stands for HUgging Real-Ɵme and Reliable Architectures for compuƟng
sYstems. Therefore, the research unit focuses its acƟvity in the analysis, design and implemen-
taƟon of real-Ɵme and embedded compuƟng systems.
1.4 Outline
The overall document is organized in the following fashion:
• Chapter 2 provides the fundamental background regarding mulƟprocessor real-Ɵme sys-
tems. In addiƟon, it is also offered an explanaƟon regarding the hardware that is used.
Linux kernel development basics are also provided.
• Chapter 3 focuses on real-ƟmemulƟprocessor scheduling. First by providing the basic con-
cepts and then by exploring the most relevant work in the area. At the end, several algo-
rithms are explained, because they are the ones available at the implementaƟon level.
• Chapter 4 provides the overall theory behind unified schedulability analysis for fixed-task
scheduling algorithms under semi-parƟƟoned scheduling. This is done by exploring some
concepts around response-Ɵme analysis and then by providing an in depth explanaƟon to
all algorithms and mathemaƟcal expressions devised.
• Chapter 5 offers an in depth study over the framework that was devised, focusing on its
most important underlying mechanisms.
• Chapter 6 refers to the prototype’s implementaƟon used to obtain the visual representa-
Ɵon about the scheduling that is done using the framework.
• Chapter 7 explores the experimental procedure that must be employed to develop an ap-
plicaƟon that communicates with the framework to obtain results. Furthermore, several
tests are shown, combining all the work devised.
• Chapter 8 is aimed at giving the final conclusions regarding the work that was done, em-
phasising on what was been achieved, and what can sƟll be done in the future.
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Chapter 2
MulƟprocessor Real-Time Systems
2.1 IntroducƟon
Nowadays, real-Ɵme systems have an important role in society, but unfortunately most people
lack the important awareness that this type of compuƟng really deserves. Because more and
more organizaƟons depend on these, and with the introducƟon of mulƟprocessor systems in
the market, it becomes important to transport their existence to this environment and, this is
jusƟfied, because, it is possible to do more as it is in the laƩer case.
This chapter is aimed to provide an understanding of what real-Ɵme systems are. Further-
more, perhaps the most important knowledge around the soŌware and hardware used in this
work is described. This is achieved by exploring some OperaƟng System(OS)’s details, with em-
phasis on the Linux’s kernel scheduling mechanism.
2.2 DefiniƟon of real-Ɵme compuƟng
A Real-Time System(RTS) is one where its correctness, not only depends on its funcƟonaliƟes
but also on its Ɵming constraints [Stankovic, 1988], or in other words, for each computaƟonal
requirement there is a temporal requirement too, which is usually designated as deadline. These
temporal restricƟons may differ in nature, an inexact result that is provided faster, might have
more quality than another that is exact but slower. In other systems, it might be tolerable to
fail some of these constraints, where in others, this cannot happen. This is the case of a hard-
RTS, where catastrophic results may occur if such an event ever happens, but in a soŌ-RTS, such
restricƟon does not exist, allowing the occurrence of deadlinemisses, which results in decreasing
the quality of the result produced.
Physically speaking, usually it is considered the existence of two sub-systems, one which con-
trols, and therefore is the computaƟonal system, and another that is controlled, thus consƟtuƟng
the environment that is interacted. A water pump mechanism1 can be taken as an example.
InformaƟon about this environment is then provided, by the usage of, for example, sensors,
to the controlling system. This corresponds to its current state and it must be consistent with
1A system where its main responsibility is to control the water’s flow to pump it in the future.
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Figure 2.1: Example of a RTS scheme
the data that the controlling system has. If this requirement is not met, then, depending on the
system, problemaƟc output may be aƩained. Figure 2.1 shows a common scheme regarding the
layout of a RTS.
Another important characterisƟc to discuss is reliability. Every computaƟon that must be
performed is analysed according to a specific design before being used in the final system, and this
results in execuƟon guarantees. Furthermore, the system’s characterisƟcs are known in advance
before it is put into usage, making its acƟviƟes to be studied and determined off-line. The system
becomes inflexible, but in the other hand, enables higher performance during its operaƟon.
They exist on a wide spectrum of environments such as: roboƟcs, avionics, auto-mobiles and
the military, just to menƟon some. Their complexity shows growth, where they range from sim-
ple microprocessors, to highly sophisƟcated, complex and distributed systems [Stankovic et al.,
1992].
Another fact which makes these systems evolve, is the hardware advancement. But this also
imposes the creaƟon ofmore sophisƟcated design and analysis techniques. With the appearance
of mulƟprocessor systems, it is expected that they should also appear in this realm, inheriƟng
the benefits promised. For example, beƩer performance, the reducƟon of physical space and
less power consumpƟon, enabling the execuƟon of complex tasks, whose feasibility would not
be achievable in a uniprocessor environment.
2.3 MulƟprocessor computer architectures
This secƟon is focused in giving a succinct explanaƟon in computer architecture, describing some
of its evoluƟon, from the uniprocessor, to the more modern, mulƟprocessor soluƟon. Through-
out the last decades, the industry connected to processor development rapidly developed their
technologies and made them available to the public. The market did not, in any way, shown any
diminishing signs, since more and more computaƟonal systems were made available. In the long
term, they required the improvement of their power consumpƟon and performance[Gepner and
Kowalik, 2006].
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Performance, is nothing more than the quanƟty of Ɵme that needs to be spent to execute
something, and it is calculated between the product of the processor’s clock frequency, and the
number of instrucƟons executed during a clock cycle. Increasing the clock frequency is a known
path to be taken to increase performance, but this is in fact a very turbulent path, as shown in
[Gepner and Kowalik, 2006].
Considering the concepts menƟoned, processor designers were able to maintain a balance
between what is done during a processor cycle, and in the other hand, good levels of voltage and
processor frequency. Unfortunately, by using uniprocessor systems it is impossible to proceed
with performance growth, since heat generaƟon is a serious problem. To control and get bet-
ter power consumpƟon levels, new architecture design methodologies were devised, making,
perhaps, the mulƟprocessor scheme the way to go in the future [Lowney, 2006].
Furthermore, uniprocessor andmulƟprocessor systems sƟll share some concepts. Most com-
puters are based in the von Neumann’s architecture as in: [Eigenmann and Lilja, 1998]. It sup-
poses the existence of a Central Processing Unit(CPU), memory, and input/output devices. Each
one is connected to a single bus shared between them.
In terms of responsibiliƟes, the CPU2 is the component that executes computer programs.
It then uses data that is directly stored in the main memory. This makes the applicaƟon exe-
cuƟon speed not only dependable on the processor’s capabiliƟes, but also from the memory
access speed. Caches are used to reduce computaƟonal costs behind memory access, and they
are parƟcularly useful because accessing the main memory can be much more slower than the
processor speed, originaƟng latency issues. Caches are smaller, and faster, than the their coun-
terpart memory. Inside, it is possible to find temporal copies of data recently requested by the
CPU belonging to a parƟcular piece of soŌware. They are also organised in hierarchies, which
are then accessed before the CPU fetches the data from the main memory if it fails to find it in
the different cache hierarchy levels.
The architecture itself, is nothing more than the common components, for example, the reg-
isters and instrucƟon set, conveyed and maintained by the manufacturers during a period of
Ɵme, and made, usually, publicly available.
With respect to mulƟprocessor architectures, there are different classificaƟon levels. Each
of these have repercussions on the interacƟons between the architecture’s main components,
but the key idea, is that a mulƟprocessor system is in fact a single computer system that contains
several processors in order to allow simultaneous processing and therefore all processors share
the varied components available in the system. Unlike themulƟtasking concept, which allows the
execuƟon of tasks simultaneously on a single processor by creaƟng several virtual enƟƟes that
act as independent processors. In the former case, we have genuine concurrent processing and
in the laƩer, there is a disƟncƟon between two or more components that simulate the existence
of mulƟple processors, but only one instrucƟon can be executed at a parƟcular Ɵme, given that
there is only have one processor.
Another characterisƟc, is symmetricmulƟprocessing, which assumes the existence of central-
ized shared memory where mulƟple homogeneous processors are available, that is, processors
2In this dissertaƟon, the term CPU is used as a synonym for processor. Both terms are used arbitrarily.
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that have exactly the same characterisƟcs: architecture, performance, etc. In contrast, in a sys-
tem where processors are not idenƟcal, the name heterogeneous is given.
Each processor has a disƟnct responsibility, allowing it to execute and deal with with infor-
maƟon from a variety of sources. AddiƟonally they can share informaƟon through a shared bus.
Each processor also has its high-speed memory (cache), for the purpose of reducing traffic on
the shared bus. Consider the Figure 2.2. This is an instance of the shared memory model, where
memory accesses are uniform for each processor, thus, the designaƟon: Uniform Memory Ac-
cess(UMA) is given.
Figure 2.2: Example of a shared memory model with Uniform Memory Access
Figure 2.3: Example of a shared memory model with Non-Uniform Memory Access
In other types of systems, there is a high-speed network that interconnects the available pro-
cessors, and it is used when a processor needs informaƟon from another. This is the distributed
memorymodel. There is an inherent independence between processors, so the process of adding
and removing them is promoted. The big problem is that it is more difficult to communicate
among them, which imposes the need of a protocol to define the rules for such communicaƟon.
Another example of the shared memory model applicaƟon, is Non-Uniform Memory Ac-
cess(NUMA), where each processor has its own private memory that can be accessed rapidly.
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By looking at Figure 2.3, the access to the memory via a shared bus is allowed by other proces-
sors at a more increased cost. Due to this difference in access speeds, regarding the informaƟon
resident among various memories, hence, the non-uniform designaƟon, this type of architecture
has the advantage were it is very fast to access local memory in contrast to the previous cases.
2.4 The Linux OperaƟng System
In this secƟon, some of the soŌware that can be used to construct a RTS is described. The first
piece of soŌware to study is theOS. This soŌware, is responsible tomanage the different pieces of
hardware available to the computer and controlling the exisƟng funcƟonaliƟes. This introduces
a layer of security that is challenged by the development of any parƟcular user-space applica-
Ɵon, given that in some cases, hardware must be accessed, and it is within the kernel-space that
further validaƟons must be performed.
There is soŌware that is mainly responsible about the system’s management, and others that
provide funcƟonality at a higher level. This first group of soŌware runs on what is called kernel-
space, and the higher level soŌware, runs at user-space.
Currently at least two main groups of OSs exist, General Purpose OperaƟng Systems(GPOSs)
and Real-Time OperaƟng Systems(RTOSs). The first type is aimed at the general public. The OS
does its work but no temporal constraints exist. The second case, is aimed to RTSs. These must
have other extra capabiliƟes, such as, much beƩer Ɵmemanagement and a task scheduler that is
aware of the Ɵme constraints associated with the computaƟonal work that must be performed.
One of the most widely used and successful GPOSs is Linux. This OS, is divided in its ker-
nel, a set of user-space soŌware and some addiƟonal libraries. It is mainly present in servers,
mobile phones, televisions and home computers. The work developed in this dissertaƟon, is im-
plemented in this OS, and, Real-Ɵme(RT) capabiliƟes can, therefore, be added. An example of
this effort is the PREEMPT-RT patch, which is described in secƟon 2.4.2. In the next subsecƟon,
the Linux’s task scheduler is introduced, because the work developed uses it extensively.
2.4.1 The Linux kernel scheduler
The most important objecƟve in this work is to use the Linux kernel in combinaƟon with the
PREEMPT-RT’s patch features in order to create beƩer real-Ɵme capabiliƟes in this OS, namely
provide Linux kernel with real-Ɵme scheduling policies. To start this process, there are two main
data structures that contain the most basic informaƟon needed among the scheduler implemen-
taƟon, the task_struct and the struct_rq structures. When a process spawns within the
kernel, it is a mere instanƟaƟon of the task_struct structure, and it contains various fields that
are vital through its lifespan. From the various parameters available, those in Table 2.1 are used
in the context of task scheduling and are, perhaps, important to discuss.
When the system starts, a per-processor run-queue is used, and in resemblance to the pre-
vious case, its an instanƟaƟon of the rq structure. It contains informaƟon of interest regarding
each task that coexists in a specific processor and this is done through the existence of per-class
queues(RT,Completely Fair Scheduling(CFS)) and other parameters. Important examples are:
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curr which is a pointer to the currently execuƟng task and lock a variable of type spinlock_t
to control the run-queue’s access.
The lock variable can’t be instantly obtained, it spins unƟl it becomes available and it is used
manage and update some of the informaƟon in the run-queue. When this happens, only one pro-
cessor has access to it possessing the lock. This is very important to the scheduler’s implementa-
Ɵon, specially in the mulƟprocessor scheme, since various run-queue’s locks may be needed to
manage task migraƟons. This must be done always in the same order, so that deadlocks3 may be
miƟgated.
Table 2.1: Some of the most important fields in the task_struct structure.
Structure field DescripƟon
state Refers to the current process state, some examples are:
TASK_RUNNING, when the process is running, and TASK_STOPPED when
it stops its execuƟon.
prio Priority number of a process. It is defined with a value known as Nice.
This value is the processor’s scheduling priority,
where numbers lesser than 20 have higher priority
and those greater than 19 less.
sched_class Process’s scheduling class.
In the kernel there is a class for real-Ɵme tasks(RT) for example,
but others are available according to the task’s nature.
More details are given later.
policy Scheduling policy chosen according to the scheduling class.
The RT scheduling class, as an example, has two policies available:
SCHED_FIFO and SCHED_RR.
How Ɵme is managed in the kernel is also important to grasp, there are many components
that require Ɵme management capabiliƟes to ensure that their funcƟonaliƟes may further be
exploited for the greater good of the kernel, like for example, data that is stored from a process
that is being executed and the mechanism that is responsible to manage the balance for each
processor’s run-queues. It is important to work with the best Ɵme accuracy available. The Linux
kernel is capable to usemany hardware devices for Ɵmemanagement purposes to obtain precise
Ɵme values by gathering informaƟon from all of them, creaƟng a quality metric to each, and
normalizing the values obtained.
Upon this, the kernel has a periodic Ɵmer to manage the overall system, designated tick.
In the implementaƟon, there is a macro called HZ to specify its resoluƟon. Typically it presents a
resoluƟonof onemillisecondwhich clearly does not fulfil the requirements that real-Ɵme systems
impose. To solve this problem, there are in existence High-ResoluƟon Timers(HRTs) which offer
nanosecond Ɵmer’s resoluƟon. To create a Ɵmer of this nature, one needs to go through different
phases represented in the following table:
3A deadlock occurs when there is a no-go situaƟon between two or more processes. Their execuƟon is halted,
that is, they become blocked.
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Table 2.2: Phases to implement a HRT.
Phase FuncƟon DescripƟon
1 my_hrtimer_init IniƟalize the Ɵmer data.
2 my_hrtimer_start AcƟvate the Ɵmer and its expiring instant.
3 my_hrtimer_callback Callback called whenever the Ɵmer expires.
The Linux scheduler implementaƟon is based on a funcƟon, schedule, and various hierarchi-
cally organized scheduling classes, which results in a scheduling mechanism that is nowmore ex-
tensible, and well organized. This funcƟon is used for scheduling decisions, when tasks complete
their execuƟon or even when tasks become illegible for preempƟon, but there are other cases.
Actually it relegates the scheduling decisions to the scheduling classes. So, it inquires the sche-
duling classes for ready tasks, by starƟng the highest scheduling class, and if any of the inquired
scheduling classes did not reply with a ready task it goes to the lowest scheduling class(idle) that
has always a ready task called idle task. The scheduling class chooses the ready task for execuƟon
according to their scheduling policies. Figure 2.4 shows this in more detail. As it can be under-
stood, the kernel offers three levels of scheduling(classes): RT, CFS and Idle that are accessed by
the scheduling mechanism for the purpose of obtaining ready tasks, this is done in order unƟl
there are no more ready tasks, if this is the case, then the scheduler chooses the Idle one. The
illustraƟon shown corresponds to the kernel version that was used in this work, which in this case
is 3.10.15.
Figure 2.4: Linux scheduling architecture.
The scheduling classes are instanƟaƟons of the sched_class structure. Its first parameter is
next, which is a pointer to the scheduling class that points to the next lower priority scheduling
class. Scheduling classes are organized by prioriƟes in a linked list, which starts with the class
with higher priority. In this case the order is, RT, CFS and finally Idle. This is done, so that when
a task is obtained to be executed, so is done visiƟng all the classes available were those visited
first are the ones with higher priority.
Whenever these classes are used, it is mandatory to specify a set of funcƟons that act as
callbacks to specific events. Someof themost important, are listed in Table 2.3. It is then possible,
by using the appropriate funcƟons to make scheduling decisions:
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Table 2.3: Some sched_class funcƟons.
FuncƟon DescripƟon
enqueue_task Called whenever a task becomes ready.
Inserts it in the appropriate processor’s run-queue.
check_preempt_curr Checks if the current execuƟng task must be preempted.
This varies according to the policy in place,
resulƟng in a scheduler invocaƟon.
dequeue_task Called whenever a task is no longer ready.
Removes the task from the respecƟve processor’s run-queue.
pre_schedule Remove from another processor’s run-queue
the highest priority task that isn’t execuƟng.
Used for work-balance purposes between processors.
task_tick This funcƟon is called at a regular Ɵme interval
so that something can be made.
One example is doing task preempƟons.
pick_next_task Selects the next task to execute, searching all the scheduling classes.
Because thiswork uses primarily the RT scheduling class special aƩenƟon is given to it. Through
the source code its name is rt_sched_class, and like any other structure it contains various
fields. In this case, its the one belonging to CFS’s. Each scheduling class also contains its own
run-queue, in this case, it is rt_rq. There are also three scheduling policies in place, SCHED_
FIFO, and, SCHED_RR, the first schedules tasks according to the First-In-First-Out(FIFO) policy,
and the second according to the Round-Robin(RR) policy. The first, which is more favoured by
the scheduler, schedules tasks unƟl they are preempted by a task with higher priority or blocked
by a I/O event. The second one, executes tasks, unƟl they spend their Ɵme slice, and tasks may
be preempted or blocked like in the other case.
Finally, there are many other funcƟons and macros used by the scheduler and unfortunately
it would be impossible to explain all of them in detail in this document. The objecƟve is just to
give a debrief in how some of the components responsible interact. In the next subsecƟon a
succinct overview of the PREEMPT-RT patch is offered.
2.4.2 The PREEMPT-RT patch
Because the vanilla Linux kernel does not suffice to ensure the some needs that a RTS requires,
a group of programmers, [Fu and Schwebel, 2014], is working and maintaining a patch to add
some real-Ɵme features to the Linux’s kernel.
To eliminate latencies, most of the locking primiƟves used through the source code are re-
placed bymutexes. A mutex is based in the concept of mutual exclusion which creates a one-to-
one relaƟonship between tasks that access criƟcal areas. These are origins for unpredictability
issues, because they need to be accessed by different tasks, and doing so with spin locks, as it
is in the original kernel, does not suffice to create a single path of execuƟon and in a RTS this is
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important. For more informaƟon about the Linux locking primiƟves please refer to [Jones, 2007].
The patch implements the concept of priority inheritance together with the original locking
primiƟves replacement bymutexes. Thismechanismexists to avoid the origin of priority inversion
cases in the system. Priority inversion refers to the pathological event when there are tasks with
different prioriƟes, and a higher priority task is preempted by another of lower priority, thus
making their relaƟve prioriƟes invert. In more detail, because a task of lower priority accesses a
shared recourse, and the other with higher priority tries to access it, this one becomes blocked
unƟl the lower priority task relinquishes it. At this Ɵme, a medium priority one can become
ready, preempƟng the lower one before it releases the resource, the higher priority task then
becomes blocked indeterminately. For more informaƟon about priority inversion please refer to
[Barr, 2002]. Priority inheritance is achieved by changing the task’s priority when it is accessing
the recourse for a value equal to the maximum priority of the group of tasks that are also trying
to access it. Once this Ɵmespan finishes, the task’s priority returns to normal.
Another interesƟng feature, is the creaƟon of a series of kernel tasks to handle I/O events.
Because these have higher priority than any other task in the system, a task with lower priority
that is having I/O events is interfering the execuƟon of higher priority tasks, in the patch, this is
solved by decoupling this responsibility to these newly created kernel tasks which have medium
priority, thus eliminaƟng this problem, since they have lower priority when compared with the
original high priority tasks.
Finally, looking at the RT scheduling class, with the presence of this patch, there are no newly
created scheduling policies, and the ones in existence, FIFO and Round-Robin, are not fit of mul-
Ɵprocessor computaƟonal systems, because task sets with high workload fail to meet temporal
constraints and they require balancing techniques between processorswhich produce evenmore
unpredictability problems. One of the objecƟves of the Real-Ɵme TAsk-Spliƫng Scheduling Algo-
rithms Framework(ReTAS) framework, is not only to provide beƩer tools of research but also to
fill this parƟcular gap, by offering different mulƟprocessor task-spliƫng scheduling algorithms.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, it was described the most basic important principles regarding real-Ɵme systems.
Because the mulƟprocessor environment being used in this work, hardware details about some
of the principles regarding hardware architectures were also described. This was reinforced later
on, by explaining someOS details, mainly Linux and its task scheduling soluƟon. The PREEMPT-RT
patch was explored, compleƟng the knowledge requirements that should be needed to compre-
hend the concepts that lay ahead. The next chapter, which is focused in task scheduling theory,
aims to conƟnue this effort.
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Chapter 3
Real-Ɵme MulƟprocessor Scheduling
3.1 IntroducƟon
One of the most important components of any operaƟng system is the task scheduler, in the
real-Ɵme context that premise conƟnues to be true. The task scheduler is the component that
is responsible to provide processor Ɵme to the tasks that need to execute. Typically, it schedules
tasks according to some scheduling heurisƟc or, commonly designated, scheduling algorithm.
In this chapter, the objecƟve is to provide some background regarding the basics of real-
Ɵme scheduling. In the beginning it is given a basic explanaƟon on how the basic theory can
be interpreted, but in a later stage, more advanced concepts are discussed, like mulƟprocessor
scheduling algorithms. By doing this, it is also going to be exposed some of the work that was
done during the latest years in this area. Finally, mulƟple algorithms are explained, in order to
ease the interpretaƟon of any results taken at a later stage.
3.2 System model
Before entering in more advanced concepts, it is important to know the basic terminology re-
garding this parƟcular theory field.
A real-Ɵme applicaƟon is, typically, composed of a staƟc set,  , of n tasks ( = f1;    ; ng).
Each task, i, generates a sequence of z jobs (i;1;    ; i;z , where z is a non-negaƟve number
and potenƟally z !1), and is characterized by a three-tuple (Ci, Ti,Di).
TheWorst-Case ExecuƟon Time(WCET),Ci, is themaximumƟme required by the processor to
execute a job of task i without any interrupƟon. Ti defines the frequency at which jobs of task i
are released in the system and, according to the nature of Ti, the systems are classified in three
broad categories: (i) periodic, jobs are released regularly at some known rate (called period);
(ii) sporadic, jobs are released irregularly at some known rate (calledminimal inter-arrival Ɵme);
and finally, (iii) aperiodic jobs appear with irregular arrival Ɵmes, typically, at unknown rate. The
temporal constraint of each task, i, is defined by its relaƟve deadline, Di, the size of the Ɵme
window for execuƟng a job of such task i.
A task set,  , is said to have implicit deadlines if the relaƟve deadline of every task is equal
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to its period (Di = Ti), constrained deadlines if the relaƟve deadline of every task is less than or
equal to its period (Di  Ti), and arbitrary deadlines if there is no such constraint; that is, Di
can be less than, equal to, or greater than Ti.
For implicit deadline task sets, the task’s, i, uƟlizaƟon, ui, is given by the raƟo between its
WCET and its period/minimal inter-arrival Ɵme:
ui =
Ci
Ti
(3.1)
Each job i;j (this notaƟon means the jth job of task i) becomes ready to be executed at its
arrival Ɵme, ai;j , and conƟnues unƟl its finishing (or compleƟon) Ɵme, fi;j . The duraƟon of this
Ɵme interval is said to be the response Ɵme (ri;j = fi;j   ai;j) of job i;j . The response Ɵme
(Ri) of task i is defined as being the maximum response Ɵme of all its jobs (Ri = max1j=1(ri;j)).
The absolute deadline, di;j , of job i;j is computed as: di;j = ai;j + Di. Therefore, a deadline
miss occurs when fi;j > di;j , which means that Ri > Di. Aperiodic tasks are out of the scope
of the work presented in this document; hence, the Ɵme difference between the arrivals of two
consecuƟve jobs by the same task i must be equal to Ti (for periodic tasks) or at least equal to
Ti (for sporadic tasks).
Figure 3.1 illustrates the relaƟon among the Ɵming parameters of the job i;j . The execuƟon
of the job i;j is represented by a gray rectangle and the sum of all execuƟon chunks (cxi;j), which
correspond to the execuƟon Ɵme of that job, cannot exceed Ci.
i;j i;j
c1i;j + c
2
i;j  Ci
ai;j ai;j+1di;j
ai;j + Ti
ai;j +Di
fi;j t
Figure 3.1: IllustraƟon of the job Ɵming parameters.
RT tasks are typically classified as: hard or soŌ. A task is said to be a hard real-Ɵme task if it
is not allowed to miss any job deadline, otherwise undesirable or fatal results could be produced
in the system. On the other hand, soŌ real-Ɵme tasks can miss some deadlines and the system
is sƟll able to work.
Real-Ɵme tasks can be categorized as dependent, if they interact with other tasks and its
execuƟon can be blocked by those tasks, or independent, if they do not.
One of the main RTSs characterisƟcs is the Ɵme constraint. Hence, the Ɵme instant when
the system starts operaƟng is, typically, designated as Ɵme zero and a task set can be classified
as synchronous or asynchronous. In the first case, all tasks arrive at the system simultaneously,
in the second case, they do not, and then, it is needed to specify for each task, i, an offset, Oi,
that is the difference between the instant when a task arrives at the system and the Ɵme zero.
In the context of scheduling, preempƟon is one of the fundamental concepts. In a preemp-
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Ɵve system an execuƟng task can be interrupted in order to execute a “more important” task.
That is, the interrupted task relinquishes the processor and the processor is given to the “more
important” task to be executed. In a non-preempƟve system, a task that has been given to the
processor for execuƟon cannot be interrupted before its end.
In a mulƟprocessor environment the number of physical processors must be considered,m,
ranging from P1 to Pm, and upon this, it is possible to devise the expression that calculates the
uƟlizaƟon of the system, Us, which corresponds to the task’s uƟlizaƟon sum normalized to the
number of processors,m.
Us =
1
m
nX
i=1
ui (3.2)
MigraƟon is another concept to retain, which refers to the event of moving a task that was
parƟally executed in one processor to be executed on another.
A scheduling algorithm is the method for defining the sequence for a set of ready jobs to be
scheduled using the resources available, that is, to provide processor Ɵme to them. Real-Ɵme
scheduling algorithms should schedule ready jobs according to their demands such that their
deadlines are met.
Taking into account all concepts here menƟoned, another characterisƟc to consider is to de-
termine if system is or not schedulable. A system is considered schedulable if the task set Ɵme
constraints are all met. In other words, if there no deadline miss occur. However, given the par-
ƟculariƟes of RTSs this must be guaranteed before run Ɵme, namely for hard-real Ɵme systems
(systems composed by one or more hard real-Ɵme tasks). For that, it is used a schedulability
test, which is dictated from a consecuƟve group of mathemaƟcal expressions that ulƟmately
should aid the system’s designer(s) in this maƩer. Finally, in the next secƟon, some scheduling
approaches specific for mulƟprocessor systems are provided.
3.3 MulƟprocessor scheduling approaches
In order to study in more detail the performance of a parƟcular scheduling algorithm, one needs
to use the concept of uƟlizaƟon bound, which is nothing more than a threshold associated with
the uƟlizaƟon of the taskset, so that all the tasks can achieve their requirements provided that
this limit is not surpassed. It can be used to compare the outcomes of several different scheduling
algorithms, and serves as an esƟmate of the expected performance.
To make this easier to explain, it is beƩer to revisit some of the work that was done in the
uniprocessor preempƟve systems. Throughout the last decades, several perspecƟveswere enun-
ciated, some with strong adhesion, due to the ease in which anyone can implement. One of the
algorithms proposed in [Liu and Layland, 1973] and named Rate-Monotonic(RM), assigns pri-
oriƟes to tasks according to their period (Ti), small period implies higher priority, thus becom-
ing a fixed-task priority algorithm because the task’s priority does not change. Similar to RM
is Deadline-Monotonic(DM) [Liu and Layland, 1973] that assigns prioriƟes to tasks according to
their relaƟve deadline (Di), small relaƟve deadline implies higher priority.
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Another example, is Earliest Deadline First(EDF), devised in [Liu and Layland, 1973], which
schedules by giving the highest priority to the job with earliest absolute deadline, thus becoming
a fixed-job priority algorithm because the job’s priority does not change during execuƟon.
Finally, a dynamic-job priority algorithm example, where the priority of a job can change dur-
ing its execuƟon, is the Least-Laxity First(LLF) algorithm. LLF was proposed in [Dertouzos and
Mok, 1989] and schedules jobs according to their execuƟng urgency, denoted as laxity. The
smaller the laxity value of a job is, the more urgent it is.
In the area of mulƟ-processor preempƟve systems, there a new, and difficult to deal with,
layer of complexity. This layer, can be addressed considering the concept of migraƟon degree,
which defines the methodology employed to address the scheduling problem. For now lets con-
sider these: global and parƟƟoned. The way in how these two different perspecƟves work can
be seen in the Figure 3.2.
A global scheduling algorithm keeps the informaƟon related to the tasks available for exe-
cuƟon in a global queue that is shared by mulƟple processors. Within a certain Ɵme instant,
mulƟple jobs are selected to be executed on the available processors. Jobs can migrate from
one processor to another during its execuƟon; that is, the execuƟon of a job can be preempted
on one processor and resume on another. Some of these scheduling algorithms are said to be
work-conserving, because it is not possible to have processors stopping while there is a ready
job waiƟng for execuƟon. As a consequence, these algorithms provide good workload balance
among processors and also higher uƟlizaƟon bounds (some of them, present a uƟlizaƟon bound
of 100%), which may help prevent deadline misses because there is no constraint restricƟng on
which processor a job can be executed. However, this is achieved at the cost of many migraƟons
and preempƟons, which could incur a great schedulability penalty when it is running in a real sys-
tem. The act of MigraƟng and preempƟng tasks cost computaƟonal resources which can affect
the final result. Meanwhile, the use of a global shared queue imposes the use of some locking
mechanism to serialize the accesses to it.
Conceptually, parƟƟoned scheduling algorithms transform a mulƟ-processor system into a
m uniprocessor system, but their uƟlizaƟon bound is 50%. The task set is divided into parƟƟons
and all tasks in a parƟƟon are assigned to the same processor. Contrarily to global scheduling al-
Figure 3.2: Global and parƟƟoned mulƟprocessor scheduling
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gorithms, that are work-conserving, parƟƟoned scheduling algorithms are non work-conserving.
Processors can be effecƟvely stopped even if there is some ready job, since the tasks assigned to
a parƟƟon are always assigned to same processor and tasks can not migrate from one processor
to another.
The parƟƟoning process involves assigning tasks to processors, and this is a bin-packing prob-
lem. In its theoreƟcal basis, it reflects the need to allocate a group of items with different sizes,
in the smallest number of fixed-size containers, without, of course, exceeding their capaciƟes. In
this case, the analogy is as follows: Each item is a task from the task set and its size is given by
the calculaƟon of the task’s uƟlizaƟon. Finally, the containers correspond to the available pro-
cessors. There are various methodologies to address this problem. The Next-Fit and the First-Fit
heurisƟcs are some examples. Unfortunately these represent an NP-hard problem as referenced
in [Coffman et al., 1997], and this result in not being possible to obtain an opƟmal soluƟon.
ParƟƟoned scheduling algorithms, are in fact, composed by two algorithms, one that assigns
tasks to processors and another that schedules tasks, the first one is ran off-line and the laƩer at
run-Ɵme. Again, the first is a bin-packing algorithm, and the other is a uniprocessor one, and an
example would be EDF.
However, in recent years a new mulƟprocessor scheduling scheme was developed, and re-
ceived the name of semi-parƟƟoned or task-spliƫng. Obviously, its main objecƟve is to reduce
the disadvantages inherent to the usage of global and parƟƟoned algorithms. In this environment
most of the tasks are non-split ones and are only executed in one processor, in resemblance to
the parƟƟoned scheme. The rest, though more rarely, can be executed in various processors,
like in the global scheme, and are designated as split tasks. It is important to understand that it
is the execuƟon requirement that is split and not the code of these tasks. Please refer to Figure
3.3 for further details. The uƟlizaƟon bound of these algorithms is higher than that achieved by
parƟƟoned scheduling algorithms. Another advantage is that the number of migraƟons needed
diminishes along with the probability of originaƟng a boƩleneck at the locking mechanisms re-
quired to manage the access to the run-queues.
Figure 3.3: Semi-ParƟƟoned mulƟprocessor scheduling
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Generally, semi-parƟƟoned approaches can be classified as job-based or slot-based. Job-
based approaches [Kato and Yamasaki, 2007, Kato and Yamasaki, 2008, Kato and Yamasaki, 2009,
Lakshmanan et al., 2009, Guan et al., 2010, Burns et al., 2012] splits a job into two or more sub-
jobs and forms a sequence of sub-jobs. The arrival Ɵme of a sub-job is set equal to the absolute
deadline of its preceding sub-job. Slot-based approaches [Andersson and Tovar, 2006, Andersson
et al., 2008, Bletsas and Andersson, 2009a, Baltarejo Sousa et al., 2013] sub-divide Ɵme into
Ɵme slots of equal duraƟon. Typically, the beginning of the Ɵme slots are synchronized across
all processors; Inside of each processor Ɵme slot, there are Ɵme reserves for execuƟng jobs. The
ready jobs of a non-split task uƟlize only one reserve on the processor that task is assigned to.
For split tasks, the end of a Ɵme slot of processor Pp contains a Ɵme reserve and the beginning
of a Ɵme slot of processor Pp+1 which contains another Ɵme reserve, and these two reserves
supply processing capacity for execuƟng jobs of a split task. Slot-based approaches cause more
preempƟons than the job-based approach but, in return, it offers higher uƟlizaƟon bounds.
So far, some important concepts in the area of scheduling regarding mulƟprocessor systems
were introduced. The following secƟon will be focused on several slot-based scheduling algo-
rithms.
3.4 Slot-based scheduling algorithms
Some examples of slot-based scheduling algorithms are: Sporadic-EKG(S-EKG), NoƟonal Proces-
sor Scheduling - FracƟonal capacity(NPS-F), and Carousel-EDF, although the last one does not
fit enƟrely in this category, due to its different way to approach the scheduling problem. Please
refer to [Andersson and Bletsas, 2008, Bletsas and Andersson, 2009b, Sousa et al., 2013], respec-
Ɵvely, for further details. These algorithms are an instanƟaƟon of a generic algorithm that will
be described next.
For every real-Ɵme system, when employing any scheduling algorithm, task’s computaƟonal
requirements must be fulfilled by providing computaƟonal resources to them, this is done, by
providing processor Ɵme to each one of them. To do this, there must be a scheduling policy in
place, that theoreƟcally determines the method in which to provide those resources.
For slot-based scheduling algorithms, there is a logic component called, server, that is used
to serve computaƟonal resources to the system’s tasks that need to be executed.Thus, tasks are
firstly assigned to servers (the server’s maximum processing capacity is equal to the processor’s
maximum processing capacity, that is, 100%), and then, these are mapped to processors, by
allocaƟng periodic Ɵme reserves. There are limits to allocaƟons in these steps, for example, for a
specific server, it is only possible tomap it to, at themost, two processors, and for each processor
three different servers can be allocated.
Tasks of a given server are executed in the allocated server’s Ɵme reserve(s). For obvious
reasons, these cannot be overlapped. Then, since all tasks have a period associated to and Ɵme
reserves are theoreƟcally interrelatedwith them, this also imposes the existence of aƟme reserve
period: the Ɵme slot. In the generic algorithm, Ɵme slot is always equal for all processors.
This generic algorithm divides responsibiliƟes in a orthodox fashion where during the sys-
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tem’s design (off-line), tasks are assigned to servers by firstly determining the server’s character-
isƟcs. Next, the server’s Ɵme reserves lengths are calculated, and, finally, they are mapped to
processors. At run-Ɵme, it is used a uniprocessor algorithm, which usually is EDF, to schedule
tasks in each server in resemblance to a uniprocessor system. Server execuƟon is done in each
Ɵme reserve to which the server was allocated.
AddiƟonally, the off-line procedure is sub-divided in four steps. This is defined also by the
generic algorithm, but the methods used to accomplish these, belong to the responsibility of a
parƟcular semi-parƟƟoned scheduling algorithm, that is, they can be different between them.
As an example, some results obtained from NPS-F are used next, because this algorithm is
graciously related to the generic algorithm. More details about this algorithm are provided in
SecƟon 3.4.2. Figure 3.4 is divided in three insets that correspond to several phases of the off-
line procedure, the idea that is necessary to retain is that in the first phase, each bar’s height
corresponds to a specific task uƟlizaƟon, Ui. Each server, is represented by ~Pq. The task set 
example is composed by seven tasks, from 1 to 7.
The generic algorithm’s first stage, is shown in the inset (b) of Figure 3.4. It corresponds to the
task’s assignment to servers. Again, each algorithm has its own method of doing this procedure,
in this case, the First-Fit bin packing heurisƟc was employed. Next, in the second stage, shown in
inset (c), the server’s computaƟonal requirement is computed. Assuming that the uƟlizaƟon of
server ~Pq is given by equaƟon 3.3.
U[ ~Pq ] =
X
i2 [ ~Pq ]
ui (3.3)
Where  [ ~Pq] is the set of tasks assigned to server ~Pq. This procedure is done by inflaƟng the
overall server’s uƟlizaƟon, U infl[ ~Pq]. This is a fundamental step, server’s inflaƟon is required,
because there is the need to compensate for the Ɵme that one server may have tasks that are
ready to be executed, but none of them can, because the server’s Ɵme reserves are not acƟve,
and a processor can only execute tasks of its corresponding Ɵme reserve. This happens, because
only one server’s Ɵme reserve can be acƟvated for each processor. Each algorithm defines its
own way to inflate server uƟlizaƟon.
Figure 3.5, shows the third stage of the off-line procedure, which is, mapping servers to pro-
cessors. This mapping is performed taking into account the U infl[ ~Pq]. Some, namely, ~P1 and ~P4
are mapped to only one processor, and are then, designated as, non-spit servers, where in the
100%
50%
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ~P1
1
3
~P2
2
4
~P3
5
~P4
6
~P5
7
~P1 ~P2 ~P3 ~P4 ~P5
(a)
Tasks
(b)
Servers
(c)
Servers (inflated capacity)
Figure 3.4: Task-to-server mapping.
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case of the remaining ones, ~P2, ~P3 and ~P5, they are designated split servers because they are
split between two processors.
Finally, in the last stage, the Ɵme reserves length are computed for each processor Pp. First,
Ɵme slot length, S, is computed and then each mapped server’s Ɵme reserve length. Note that,
the mapping is performed according to the U infl[ ~Pq]. However, it could be done based on
server’s Ɵme reserve length, Reslen[ ~Pq]. For that, before mapping, each server reserve length
could be computed according to EquaƟon 3.4 and the mapping could be performed taking as
processor capacity the Ɵme slot length, S.
Reslen[ ~Pq] = U
infl[ ~Pq]  S (3.4)
In each one, the Ɵme slot can be divided so that, at themost, three Ɵme reserves can coexist,
x[Pp], y[Pp] andN [Pp], as shown in the Figure 3.6. If split servers exist, the Ɵme reserves x[Pp]
and y[Pp] are assigned to the beginning and the end of a Ɵme slot, respecƟvely. In the first case,
it has a reserve for the split server shared by two neighbour processors, Pp and Pp 1, while in
the second case its Pp and Pp+1. For non-split servers, a Ɵme reserve is provided that is the rest
that is available in a processor Pp, namely N [Pp]. Once again, the result shown was obtained
with the applicaƟon of NPS-F, other methods can be used, and in this case, the Ɵme slots are
synchronized. At run-Ɵme, the uniprocessor scheduling algorithm is used to execute task’s from
the server allocated to the currently Ɵme reserve, to complete the whole process, allowing the
task’s computaƟonal requirements to be saƟsfied.
One of the interesƟng characterisƟcs of these scheduling algorithms is the hierarchical ap-
proach that they provide. Actually, from the run-Ɵme perspecƟve they produce a two-level hi-
erarchical scheduling. In the first level, they staƟcally schedule servers by the means of Ɵme
reserve, and in a second level, each server schedules tasks according its scheduling uniprocessor
policy.
In this secƟon, the main features of the slot-based scheduling algorithms were abstractly
explored. Next, a briefly descripƟon of S-EKG, NPS-F, and Carousel-EDF scheduling algorithms is
offered highlighƟng their similariƟes and differences.
0 25% 50% 75% 100%
P4
P3
P2
P1 ~P1 ~P2
~P2 ~P3
~P3 ~P4
~P5
Figure 3.5: Server-to-processor mapping.
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Figure 3.6: Example’s run-Ɵme dispatching Ɵme line produced by NPS-F.
3.4.1 S-EKG
The S-EKG scheduling algorithm [Andersson and Bletsas, 2008], is similar to the generic one,
though the original theory does not use the concept of server. The main difference between
S-EKG and the generic algorithm is that S-EKG assures that each split server has only one task.
Actually, this algorithmgenerates atmostm 1 split tasks in a system composed bym processors.
When a split task is not available for scheduling, a non-split task’s is selected for scheduling. This
is achieved employing a different approach to assign tasks to servers and mapping servers to
processors in comparison to the one described in the generic algorithm.
In this algorithm the Ɵme is divided in Ɵme slots of length, S, computed according to Equa-
Ɵon 3.5. The  parameter is chosen at design Ɵme tomanipulate the uƟlizaƟon bound at the cost
of preempƟons and migraƟons.
S =
1

mini2 (Ti) (3.5)
The uƟlizaƟon bound, U boundS EKG, can be obtained through the EquaƟon 3.6 and varies from
65% to closely 100% at the cost of more preempƟons and migraƟons.
U boundS EKG = 4 
p
  ( + 1)  

  1 (3.6)
The inflaƟon factor, , is also dependent of the designer-set parameter  and is computed
according to EquaƟon 3.7
 =
1
2
 
p
  ( + 1) +  (3.7)
The server inflaƟon, U inflS EKG, is given by the EquaƟon 3.8. Note that, this is required to
assure the schedulability of the task set.
U inflS EKG[ ~Pq] = U [ ~Pq] + 2   (3.8)
The reserve length of a server,Reslen[ ~Pq], is computed according to EquaƟon 3.9.
Reslen[ ~Pq] = S  U inflS EKG[ ~Pq] (3.9)
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3.4.2 NPS-F
The NPS-F scheduling algorithm [Bletsas and Andersson, 2009b] is also very similar to the generic
algorithm. ComparaƟvely to S-EKG, this one, has a greater uƟlizaƟon bound, but there is one
disadvantage, that is: the number of split tasks are neither known in advance nor it is possible to
keep its number tom  1 inm processors. Actually, for most of the cases its bigger.
The Ɵme slot length, S, is computed according to EquaƟon 3.5, which is the same equaƟon
used for S-EKG and  parameter has the same meaning. It is used to trade preempƟons and
migraƟonswith uƟlizaƟonbound. TheuƟlizaƟonbound canbe configured so that values between
75% to arbitrarily close to 100% can be obtained according to EquaƟon 3.10.
U boundNPS F =
2   + 1
2   + 2 (3.10)
To inflate the server capacity it is used the EquaƟon 3.11 and the reserve length of a server
is computed according to EquaƟon 3.9 but using U inflNPS F
h
~Pq
i
instead of using U inflS EKG
h
~Pq
i
.
U inflNPS F
h
~Pq
i
=
( + 1)  U
h
~Pq
i
U
h
~Pq
i
+ 
(3.11)
3.4.3 Carousel-EDF
In order to aƩempt to improve the already good results obtained by the NPS-F scheduling algo-
rithm, in 2013, [Baltarejo Sousa et al., 2013], devised Carousel-EDF. Carousel-EDF is an offshoot
of the generic algorithm. However, contrarily to it, which migrates tasks at Ɵme slot and re-
serve boundaries (see Figure 3.6), Carousel-EDF only migrates tasks at reserve boundaries (see
Figure 3.7). Consequently, the Ɵme is no longer constrained to the Ɵme slot boundaries, but it is
only divided into Ɵme reserves instead.
As it can be noted in Figure 3.7, server’s Ɵme reserves are not fixedly mapped to processors.
That is, every in Ɵme slot they move from processor Pp to Pp 1. This feature, the cycling of
servers across processors, inspired the name Carousel. This approach preserves the uƟlizaƟon
bounds of NPS-F, which is the highest among semi-parƟƟoned scheduling algorithms. Further-
more, with respect to NPS-F, Carousel-EDF reduces up to 50% the worst-case number of context
switches and the worst-case number of preempƟons caused by the Ɵme division mechanism.
0 tS 2S 3S
P4
P3
P2
P1 ~P1 ~P2 ~P3 ~P4
~P2 ~P3 ~P4 ~P5
~P3 ~P4 ~P5 ~P1
~P5 ~P1 ~P2 ~P3
Figure 3.7: Example’s run-Ɵme dispatching Ɵme line produced by Carousel-EDF.
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter the most fundamental principles regarding real-Ɵme systems and mulƟprocessor
scheduling were explored. First, the most basic concepts, then, the focus was on mulƟprocessor
scheduling algorithms in general, and finally, in slot-based scheduling algorithms, which are those
under study in this work. With this, it is hoped that the required knowledge to grasp the following
chapters is correctly conveyed.
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Chapter 4
Using Fixed-task Priority Policies with
Slot-based Scheduling Algorithms
4.1 IntroducƟon
MulƟprocessor real-Ɵme systems are, perhaps, the next step to be taken in the real-Ɵme comput-
ing area. Uniprocessor real-Ɵme theory is well matured, but, unfortunately, the methodologies
employed to achieve the desired results can not be directly applied to mulƟprocessor systems.
Furthermore, uniprocessor fixed-task priority scheduling algorithms. This is why a whole level
of research must be promoted to aƩain the promised advantages inherent to mulƟprocessor
systems.
Fromwhat is discussed in [Baltarejo Sousa et al., 2013] and [Baltarejo Sousa et al., 2014], this
area of mulƟprocessor algorithms is fuzzy and it demands the improvement of its research tech-
niques. This of paramount importance, because there are no perfect mulƟprocessor algorithms
for real-Ɵme systems. There is always more space for different approaches.This work shows how
the basis of the unified scheduling theory presented in [Baltarejo Sousa et al., 2014] can be em-
ployed to this case, when uniprocessor fixed-task priority scheduling algorithms are used, by
combining it with the classical response-Ɵme analysis schedulability test.
Perhaps the best way to jusƟfy this, is to look at some of the real-Ɵme compuƟng history
throughout the years. Nowadays, according to [BuƩazzo, 2005], there are more systems in place
that use the RM scheduling algorithm as their main scheduler, since most of the commercial
RTOSs in existence implement it. Because algorithms like EDF need to keep track of several task’s
characterisƟcs, being prioriƟes and deadlines the ones with more importance, it makes it less
appealing for applicaƟon in a real environment, even though EDF shows more promising results
by making beƩer use of the resources available.
Despite the misconcepƟons presented in many works, such as promising lesser overheads
because of this implementaƟon easiness, RM has received more aƩenƟon than EDF, and it is
extensively studied exisƟng several highly technologically advanced projects that uƟlize it, being
organizaƟons like the European Space Agency just one example. The reader is referred to [Sha
et al., 1994] for further informaƟon.
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Here, the important idea to retain is that fixed-task priority algorithms are really important,
either by looking at some of the research work that has done in these years [Andersson and Jon-
sson, 2000, Guan et al., 2009, Kato and Yamasaki, 2009, Guan and Yi, 2012, Davis et al., 2015], or
either by simply understanding that it is extensively used in the real world. As a contribuƟon, we
present a new unified schedulability analysis for slot-based algorithms that use fixed-task priority
scheduling algorithms, RMandRM, as their run-Ɵme scheduling algorithm, in contrast to the orig-
inal, that uses the EDF scheduling algorithm. It is for this reason, that new variaƟons of the main
semi-parƟƟoned scheduling algorithms now exist andmust have new nomenclature. For the rest
of this document, the suffix -RM or -DM is added to the algorithm’s designaƟon according to the
on-line uniprocessor scheduling algorithm, with the excepƟon of Carousel-EDF, which already
has one by default, for this case the EDF suffix is replaced by the others previously described.
The variaƟons, are therefore these: NPS-F-RM, NPS-F-DM, S-EKG-RM, S-EKG-DM,Carousel-RM
and Carousel-DM. The theory, here presented, is applicable to all these variaƟons.
This chapter is structured in the following fashion: SecƟon 4.2, provides an introducƟon to
the classical real-Ɵme analysis and the system model used in this work. SecƟon 4.3 contains the
schedulability analysis devised. SecƟon 4.4, shows an example that applies the soluƟons created
in the previous secƟon. Finally, SecƟon 4.5, shows some final thoughts, emphasizing the future
work that should be done to conƟnue this research effort.
4.2 Response Time Analysis
In the uniprocessor area, fixed-task priority scheduling algorithms have several tests [Audsley
et al., 1993, Bini and BuƩazzo, 2004, Lehoczky et al., 1989, Liu and Layland, 1973] available to
check if a parƟcular task set is feasible, but it was chosen the one that was proposed in [Audsley
et al., 1993] designated Response-Ɵme Analysis(RTA), because of its simplicity, and its inherent
plausibility to find realisƟc results. It is important to know, that generically these tests do not
consider the existence of operaƟng system overheads, sources of jiƩer, blocking mechanisms,
etc... which, in a real world approach and implementaƟon, can not be neglected. Nevertheless,
it was made a comparaƟve test in [Min-Allah et al., 2012], that proved that in some cases, RTA
produces beƩer results than the rest of the tests proposed unƟl that Ɵme. It is shown in [Audsley
et al., 1995], that by using it, good results can be obtained, in contrast to the other tests, that, to
the best of our knowledge, there is not research work available, much less, in the mulƟprocessor
environment that advocates their usage.
Considering the RTA test, a task set,  , is said to be schedulable if the EquaƟon 4.1 holds:
8i 2  : Ri  Di (4.1)
Thus, it implies the need to compute each task worst-case response Ɵme, Ri, which is ob-
tained according to EquaƟon 4.2. The response Ɵme (Ri) of task i is defined as being the maxi-
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mum response Ɵme of all of its jobs (Ri = max1j=1(ri;j)).
Rki = Ci +
X
j2hp(i;)
&
R
(k 1)
i
Tj
'
 Cj (4.2)
Where k is used for counƟng the iteraƟons (k  0) and hp(i; ) is the  ’s sub set of tasks
with a priority higher than the priority of the task, i, under analysis. EquaƟon 4.2 is an iteraƟve
recurrent equaƟon, because Rki term is computed as a funcƟon of the preceding term, R
(k 1)
i .
Therefore, there is the need to define the iniƟal value for R0i as well as the condiƟons to break
the iteraƟon. The iniƟal value is calculated according to EquaƟon 4.3.
R0i = Ci (4.3)
The breaking iteraƟon condiƟons are (in this sequence):
(1) Rki > Di (4.4)
(2) Rki = R
k 1
i (4.5)
In the former case (Rki > Di), the task is considered unschedulable, and schedulable in
the laƩer case (Rki = Rk 1i ). Note that, a task set,  , is considered schedulable if all tasks are
schedulable.
4.3 RTA-based Schedulability Test
All slot-based scheduling algorithms (S-EKG, NPS-F and Carousel-EDF) considered use as the run-
Ɵme task dispatching algorithm, EDF, which is a dynamic-task priority scheme. As menƟoned in
SecƟon 4.2 there are several good reasons to consider fixed-task priority schemes for task’s dis-
patching algorithm. With this purpose, in the next subsecƟons we present the required tools to
employ fixed-task priority schemes to the slot-based scheduling algorithms under consideraƟon,
namely a new task to server assignment and the server to processor mapping procedures both
based on RTA.
4.3.1 RTA-based Task-to-Server Assignment Procedure
The first step of the off-line procedure is to assign tasks to servers, and then, once the server’s
characterisƟcs are found, in the second step, servers are mapped to processors. Recall that,
system schedulability is mandatory in real-Ɵme systems. With this in mind, we devise a funcƟon,
rta_server_check (see Algorithm 1) that checks the schedulability of a server ~Pq. That is, to
check if the set of tasks,  [ ~Pq], assigned to a server, ~Pq, is schedulable.
For the sake of simplicity, we define rta_task_check funcƟon (see Algorithm 2) that checks
the schedulability of a given task, i, in a set of tasks  [ ~Pq] assigned to server ~Pq. Note that,
hp(i;  [ ~Pq]) is the set of tasks assigned to server ~Pq that has higher priority than i.
Recall that the first step is to assign tasks to servers. This assignment is performed according
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of the server schedulability check funcƟon, rta_server_check
Input: ~Pq {server to analyse}
Returns: true if ~Pq is schedulable, false otherwise
for each i 2  [ ~Pq ] do
if not rta_task_check(i;  [ ~Pq ]) then
return false
end if
end for
return true
Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code of the task schedulability check funcƟon, rta_task_check
Inputs: i {task to analyse}
 [ ~Pq ] {set of tasks}
Returns: true if i is schedulable, false otherwise
R0i  Ci
whileR0i  Di do
R1i  = Ci +
P
j2hp(i; [ ~Pq ])

R
(k 1)
i
Tj

 Cj
ifR1i = R0i then
return true
end if
R0i  R1i
end while
return false
to the First-Fit bin packing heurisƟc. Algorithm 2 shows that, when a task has a worst response
Ɵme bigger than its deadline (Ri > Di), it halts the mechanism in place, resulƟng in a unschedu-
lable task set. The remaining procedure is done according to the original RTA theory.
Algorithm 3 Pseudo-code modificaƟon of the task-to-server mapping algorithm.
Input: set of n tasks i, with 1  i  n
Output: set of k servers, with k  0 (k = 0means failure)
k  0
for i 1 to n do
scheduled 0
for q  1 to k do
add_task_to_server(i; ~Pq)
if rta_server_check( ~Pq) then
scheduled 1
break
else
remove_task_from_server(i; ~Pq)
end if
end for
if scheduled = 0 then
k  k + 1 {add a new server}
add_task_to_server(i; ~Pk)
if not rta_server_check( ~Pk) then
k  0
break {failure}
end if
end if
end for
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Upon this, we devised a task-to-server assignment mechanism by using the First-Fit bin-
packing heurisƟc. Algorithm 3 shows its pseudo-code. The funcƟon receives the task set in-
formaƟon and tasks are gradually added to servers, and for each server, upon addiƟon, it checks
if it is schedulable by using the rta_server_check funcƟon. During this process, a server is
constructed, and when it becomes unschedulable, or in other words, it is not possible to add any
task to it, we save it, and create a newer one, so that the process can be repeated, unƟl no more
tasks remain to be assigned. AddiƟonally, if we have a task that cannot be added to a server
with only one task, we also consider that the task set is unschedulable (actually, this must not be
possible). Therefore, aŌer servers being created the next step is to map them to processors.
4.3.2 RTA-based Server-to-Processor Mapping Procedure
In this secƟon, it is described the second step of the off-line procedure, where all servers are
mapped to processors by the means of Ɵme reserves. For that purpose, the computaƟonal re-
quirement of each server is obtained, by calculaƟng each server’s Ɵme reserve length, (Reslen[ ~Pq]).
Originally, for instance, the authors of the S-EKG and NPS-F scheduling algorithms found a way
to analyƟcally calculate it. In contrast, we followed the approach used in [Baltarejo Sousa et al.,
2014], which considers the existence of a fake task. This one, is constructed according to the
remaining execuƟon Ɵme available unƟl this parƟcular server, with a group of tasks already as-
signed, remains schedulable. In the end the server’s Ɵme reserve length is computed as:
Reslen[ ~Pq] = S   Cfake (4.6)
As menƟoned before, S = min(T1;    ; Tn) specifies the period of each server Ɵme reserve as
well as its maximum length. Taking this into account, the parameters of the fake task are:
Cfake = S  Reslen[ ~Pq]
Tfake = S   
Dfake = Cfake
(4.7)
Where ! 0+. Note that, in the context of fixed-task priority scheduling schemes, this assures
that the fake task has the highest priority among tasks assigned to a server. However, there is a
small problem to deal with. We want to compute the server ~Pq Ɵme reserve length (Reslen[ ~Pq])
considering Cfake and according to EquaƟon 4.6, it is used to calculate Reslen[ ~Pq].
The soluƟon found to solve this problem was the bisecƟon method. As shown in Algorithm
4, the bisecƟon method is used to determine Cfake. It is considered that at the most it has
the length of the Ɵme slot (S), thus the interval will be [0,S]. Due to this method’s nature, its
convergencewill be of great value during the algorithm’s execuƟon. Depending on the scheduling
result provided by the scheduling test already developed in the rta_server_check funcƟon, the
midpoint is computed, which serves has the lower bound or higher bound. The last step of this
algorithm, is to determine the reserve length, which is given by the difference between the size
of the Ɵme slot, S, and the execuƟon requirement of this fake task, Cfake.
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Algorithm 4 Pseudo-code of the server reserve length computaƟon algorithm.
Inputs: ~Pq {server to analyse}
 {desired precision}
S {size of the Ɵmeslot}
Output: Reslen[ ~Pq ] {server’s reserve length}
Cfake  0
Tfake  S   
Cminfake  0
Cmaxfake  S
whileCmaxfake   Cminfake >  do
Cfake  (Cmaxfake + Cminfake)/2
Dfake  Cfake
add_task_to_server(fake; ~Pq)
if rta_server_check( ~Pq) then
Cminfake = Cfake
else
Cmaxfake = Cfake
end if
end while
Reslen[ ~Pq ] S   Cminfake
Algorithm 5 Pseudo-code of the server-to-processor mapping algorithm.
Input: set of k servers, with k  1 {set of servers}
S {size of the Ɵmeslot}
Output: set of p processors with servers assigned
p 1
for q  1 to k do
ifReslen[ ~Pq ] = S then
Type[ ~Pq ] SINGLE
add_server_processor(Pp; ~Pq)
p p+ 1
end if
end for
for q  1 to k do
if Type[ ~Pq ] 6= SINGLE then
Slenrem  Slenrem[Pp]
if Slenrem  Reslen[ ~Pq ] then
Type[ ~Pq ] NON_SPLIT
add_server_processor_N(Pp; ~Pq ; Reslen[ ~Pq ])
if Slenrem[Pp] = 0 then
p p+ 1
end if
else
Type[ ~Pq ] SPLIT
add_server_processor_Y(Pp; ~Pq ; Slenrem)
p p+ 1
add_server_processor_X(Pp; ~Pq ; Reslen[ ~Pq ]  Slenrem)
end if
end if
end for
The final step is to map servers to processors using the First-Fit bin-packing heurisƟc. For
this part, we consider that the processing units available act as the bins to be filled, and the
objecƟve is to use the minimum possible, by packing the servers into them. This is an off-line
bin packing procedure, since all items are known in advance, because the servers characterisƟcs
were already calculated. Algorithm 5 shows the pseudo-code of this procedure. The first goal of
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the first server set loop iteraƟon, is to classify the SINGLE servers. Single servers are mapped to
only one processor and that processor has only one server, which amounts to pure parƟƟoning
for the respecƟve server tasks. In the second server set loop iteraƟon the remaining servers
are mapped to the remaining processors, by allocaƟng Ɵme reserves to servers according to the
respecƟve Reslen[ ~Pq]. Servers are classified as NON  SPLIT or SPLIT according to the number
of Ɵme reserves allocated, one or two respecƟvely.
4.4 Applying the new RTA-based Schedulabity Test
In this secƟon, we apply the RTA-based schedulability test presented in SecƟon 4.3. Note that
this RTA-based schedulability test is greatly simplified, because no sources of overheads are con-
sidered (In a real environment these cannot be neglected, so, it is our plan to deal with in the
future).
Table 4.1: Task set example
Task Ci Ti = Di Ui
1 4 8 50%
2 3 10 30%
3 10 15 66%
4 9 17 53%
5 2 19 11%
6 38 49 78%
7 30 42 72%
We create a simple group of tasks to simplify this demonstraƟon, shown in Table 4.1. No
parƟcular criterion was used for define the task’s parameters. Each task is defined by its worst
execuƟon Ɵme Ci, its period Ti, and its uƟlizaƟon Ui. Inset (a) of Figure 4.1 shows graphically
the uƟlizaƟon of each task.
100%
50%
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ~P1
1
2
5
~P2
3
~P3
4
~P4
6
~P5
7
(a)
Tasks
(b)
Servers
Figure 4.1: Example of the task-to-server procedure.
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~P2
~P3
~P4
~P5
Figure 4.2: Servers’ Ɵme reserve length (Reslen[ ~Pq]) and S equal to 8.
AsmenƟoned before, the first step is to assign tasks to servers. Inset (b) Figure 4.1 shows the
outcome of the task-to-server assignment procedure for this task set. The second step is to map
servers to processors. For that purpose, first, we have to calculate the Ɵme slot length, S. For
this parƟcular task set S is equal to 8 (S = min(T1;    ; T7) = 8). Second, for each server we
have to calculate the Reslen[ ~Pq] according to the Algorithm 4. The outcome is illustrated in the
Figure 4.2. This means that at every S Ɵme units the system provides to each serverReslen[ ~Pq]
Ɵme units that are enough to guarantee the schedulability of the enƟre task set.
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Figure 4.3: Example run-Ɵme dispatching Ɵme line.
Third, we map servers to processors. As shown in Figure 4.3, we were able to fit seven tasks
inside five servers, and these are mapped to four processors. In this example, we have no single
servers, two non-split servers ( ~P1 and ~P5) and three split servers ( ~P2, ~P3 and ~P4).
4.5 Conclusions and Future Work
Without a doubt, slot-based algorithms show that they are, probably the way to go in the mulƟ-
processor scheduling area for real-Ɵme systems. They use a more realisƟc approach to solve the
problem imposed by the usage of mulƟple processing units. They do this, they combine some
of the benefits from the older scheduling schemes, that at the end, result in a more efficient
method to use the processing power available.
So far, the only unified scheduling analysis in existence is dedicated to the usage of EDF as
the run-Ɵme scheduler. We decided to improve this, because, fixed-task priority scheduling algo-
rithms, like RM and DM, are widely used, and thus they are an obvious aƩempt to produce even
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more research work in this area. This work, uses parƟally the work previously devised, and is
the first, to the best of our knowledge, to produce unified schedulabiblity analysis for slot-based
scheduling algorithms that use fixed-task priority scheduling algorithms as their uniprocessor
run-Ɵme scheduler.
The example provided, shows that all the steps devised can iniƟally be employed and im-
plemented in a real operaƟng system, and successfully obtain posiƟve results. Nevertheless,
because the sources of overheads, that are already known to us, are not, at this Ɵme, being con-
sidered, this cannot be taken as a final answer. As future work, we will consider the existence of
those overheads and create schedulability analysis based on RTA that takes them into account.
Our goal is to bridge the gap between theory and pracƟce.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter the new schedulability analysis devised was presented together with all the algo-
rithms devised. This theory was created combining the classical RTA, with the already present
unified scheduling analysis. At the end, an example was shown to prove its usefulness. In the
next chapter the algorithm’s core implementaƟon in the Linux kernel is described.
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Chapter 5
Framework implementaƟon
5.1 IntroducƟon
To bridge the gap between theory and pracƟce, as it was been discussed in Chapter 1, the aƩempt
to implement semi-parƟƟoned algorithms in a real OS is a must. In Chapter 2 and 3 it was laid
down the foundaƟons to begin this aƩempt, first by providing some hardware details and Linux
kernel development knowledge, and then, by describing, perhaps, the most important theory
regarding semi-parƟƟoned scheduling used in this work.
The ReTAS framework, is composed mainly by a kernel patch, that once applied correctly,
provides the implementaƟon of several mulƟprocessor scheduling algorithms (S-EKG,NPS-F and
Carousel-EDF). This framework disƟnguishes itself, by being unified and modular, because the
implementaƟon is the same for all the scheduling algorithms available, and it aims to promote
the addiƟon of new funcƟonaliƟes to it. Furthermore, it is accompanied by a tracing and staƟsƟcs
gathering mechanism to improve the research process involved.
In this chapter, it is described the methodologies used to implement all the steps described
by the generic semi-parƟƟoned algorithm studied in Chapter 3. It is shown also, how all the al-
gorithms coexist in the same implementaƟon, explaining the decisions made whenever possible.
Not every aspect of the implementaƟon will be explained, only the main data structures and the
most important funcƟons developed. Finally, it is provided the way in which data is collected for
tesƟng purposes.
5.2 Approach
This secƟon focuses primarily in discussing the challenges found while implemenƟng the sche-
duling algorithms that are based in the slot-based generic algorithm. It is important to know,
that the informaƟon determined off-line, that is, the task’s characterisƟcs, the servers, the re-
serve lengths, and the server-to-processor bin-packing procedure, is already in existence, either
manually or automaƟcally.
The implementaƟon, obviously adds new components that hold the required informaƟon,
from the off-line procedure, and several other mechanisms that are indispensable, such as, the
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task’s release mechanism or the scheduling algorithms in existence. To begin with, all of the
framework’s data is added to the main, per-processor run-queue, which is the scheduler’s data
structure that contains most of the system’s scheduling informaƟon that exists in a given instant.
This is advantageous, because it conserves the work already in existence, and maintains coher-
ence with the kernel’s scheduling module. Similarly, the framework’s tasks informaƟon is also
stored in the same data structure like any other system task.
The final product that results from the off-line procedure, is the computed reserves and their
allocaƟon to processors. The reserve informaƟon is stored and accessed in a fashion that allows
each semi-parƟƟoned algorithm to use the same implementaƟon. It depends only in the way in
which this is conveyed from user-space to kernel-space.
Each processor has its own reserve run-queue, because it must be able to select its next
reserve. Each reserve is then stored in a global data structure, and each one has its server and
its length. The reserve run-queue, allows the framework to gradually select the next reserves
to schedule, so that the server that was allocated to it allows its tasks to have processor Ɵme.
The reserve run-queue, maintains informaƟon regarding the current reserve execuƟng in that
processor, its number of reserves, and the current reserve index in the global data structure.
In the case of S-EKG and NPS-F, a global reserve structure is not required, each processor has
its own reserves, and these do not need to be accessible by all processors. To permit Carousel-
EDF to exist, a global queue was added, and this resulted in a reserve accessing strategy that is
different for this algorithm. This is shown in some detail in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.1: Reserve accessing method for every algorithm.
Again, this global data structure, in every case, holds each reserve for each processor in order,
but in the case of S-EKG and NPS-F, each processor’s reserve run-queue only accesses its exclu-
sive reserves, using the total that were allocated, and the informaƟon about the first one that
was stored for that processor. In contrast, Carousel-EDF, uses as the total of reserves, the ones
that were stored for every processor, and each processor’s run-queue accesses every reserve
sequenƟally, and each processor starts execuƟng an adjacent reserve.
The reserve mechanism is not complete unƟl it is possible to act upon switching from one
reserve to another. To deal with this specific problem, a Ɵmer for each processor is used. A
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Ɵmer of this type always depends on its start and on its expiring instants. The first is computed
according to the Ɵmezero, that is, the Ɵme in which the scheduling starts, plus an offset.
The second is updated when the Ɵmer expires, by adding this instant to the next reserve
length. Therefore, when the Ɵmer expires, it selects the next reserve and computes the next
expiring instant according to its length. Then, it updates the current server with the server as-
sociated to such reserve. AddiƟonally, the current execuƟng task is marked to be preempted in
order to force a new scheduling decision.
To allow tasks to be scheduled and eventually released, two types of queues are used, and
they are ready and release queues. Ready queues are associated only to servers, that is, there
is a ready queue for each server in existence, and release queues, exist for each server, or each
processor, depending on the way in which tasks are released. This is a choice that is possible to
make in the framework, conceived to eliminate cases where more computaƟonal resources are
spent. It is expected that when releases are made at the server level, less resources are used
because releases are only done when servers are execuƟng. SƟll, it is possible to experiment
with both, more details about this will be given later. Please refer to 5.2 for details about the
associaƟons and the components involved.
Both ready and release queues are implemented using a red-black tree for each one in ex-
istence. The red-back tree data structure is a good choice, because it is a self-balancing binary
search treewere its nodes are sorted by a key. The lowest key is the one belonging to the leŌmost
node. Search operaƟons are done inO(logn) Ɵme, where n is the number of exisƟng elements.
This makes inserƟon and deleƟon of nodes faster when compared to other data structures. Ad-
diƟonally, it is supported and used naƟvely.
Figure 5.2: Tasks coexisƟng in their ready and release queues.
When a task enters in the system, it is enqueued in its corresponding server ready queue.
This is possible because each server has their own tasks associated, and each server has its ready
queue. Upon enqueue, the task’s absolute deadline is computed according to the sum between
its arrival and the task’s relaƟve deadline. While tasks are added to ready queues, they are sorted
according to a uniprocessor scheduling policy, either EDF, according to the task’s absolute dead-
line, RM, relaƟve period, or DM, relaƟve deadline, so that the top node in the tree corresponds
to the highest priority task in that server.
At task execuƟon compilaƟon, it is dequeued from the ready queue and enqueued to the
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release queue. In the release queue tasks are sorted by absolute arrival Ɵme. At that Ɵme each
task is released, that is, dequeued from the release queue and enqueued in the ready queue.
Again, Ɵmers are used when moving tasks between both types of queues, or, in other words, to
allow tasks waiƟng for execuƟon to be released.
Again, upon the choice made from user-space, the release method is done either only when
servers are execuƟng or not. In the second case, the task is automaƟcally added to its release
queue, and if it is the most urgent one, the Ɵmer’s expiring instant is updated according to the
next release. Otherwise, when using release queues at the server level, the release enqueue is
done checking the next release instant from the current server. Furthermore, this instant must
be within the reserve span, so that tasks cannot be released out of their reserve bounds.
Tasks are woken, that is, a new job is ran, once release Ɵmers expire, or during the Ɵme
when switching from one reserve to the next. This results in tasks being removed from their
release queue and being again added to it using the updated arrival instant, then ready queues
are sorted accordingly upon reacƟvaƟng tasks. During this, the next expiring instant is computed
and updated, and the task is marked for rescheduling.
There is amain run-queue for each processor available itmanages all the previously described
Ɵmers, the reserve run-queue for a given processor, and opƟonally, release queues, which, again,
may be used depending on theway inwhich tasks are released. AddiƟonally, it has another Ɵmer,
used to mark the currently execuƟng task for rescheduling. These Ɵmers, which expire in a fixed
interval, are used so that when the task with more priority may be obtained correctly, because
in some cases it might not yet have been relinquished by the last processor that executed it. This
happens, because, when the task is obtained, its last server may sƟll be locked, and the Ɵmer is
used to to wait unƟl the server is unlocked.
When a new task is woken, it may be the one with higher priority, in this case, the currently
execuƟng task is preempted. This is done, by first checking if the currently execuƟng server is the
same belonging to the newly woken task, and if it is not, then the task itself is checked, if one of
these steps is not true, then a preempƟon is needed.
Finally, when tasks of a given server finish their execuƟon, a post schedule procedure is done,
which ends up going through every reserve, and if a different server is execuƟng in a processor
that is different than the one that was execuƟng, it unlocks it.
5.3 ImplementaƟon
In this secƟon, a brief descripƟon of every component will be given, focusing on the data struc-
tures that were created, each major mechanism, and the system calls created. The system calls,
compose an interface in which it is possible to communicate with the framework and produce
an experiment, provided that everything is done in its correct order.
To achieve the desired funcƟonality, and considering that it was been used the vanilla Linux
kernel 3.10.15 in combinaƟon with the PREEMPT-RT patch, it is known that it has three main
scheduling classes: RT(Real-Time), CFS(Completely Fair scheduler), and Idle. There is an hierarchy
between them. The highest being RT, so the scheduler tries to obtain runnable tasks in a specific
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order, thus RT tasks are more urgent than CFS tasks and so on. For this implementaƟon, it was
been added a newer scheduling class within the RT scheduling class, denominated SCHED_RETAS
which contains a unified implementaƟon of all the algorithms available, please refer to LisƟng 5.1.
1 # de f i n e SCHED_NORMAL 0
# de f i n e SCHED_FIFO 1
3 # de f i n e SCHED_RR 2
# de f i n e SCHED_BATCH 3
5 /* SCHED_ISO : r e s e r ved but not implemented ye t */
# de f i n e SCHED_IDLE 5
7 /* Can be ORed i n to make su re the p ro ce s s i s r e v e r t e d back to SCHED_NORMAL on
f o r k */
# de f i n e SCHED_RESET_ON_FORK 0x40000000
9
# i f d e f CONFIG_RETAS
11 # de f i n e SCHED_RETAS 7
# end i f
LisƟng 5.1: Newly added scheduling policy.
To addmore informaƟon to a task that is to be scheduled according to the newly added sche-
duling policies, the systemmust be able to disƟnguish between system’s tasks and the framework
ones. This is done by modifying in the data structure task_struct. This one, is used to manage
any task’s vital informaƟon. It is included a new field named retas of type retas_task, which
contains all the important informaƟon regarding a ReTAS tasks.
Furthermore, because the framework needs high-resoluƟon Ɵmers, since they provide finer
resoluƟon and accuracy depending on the system’s hardware, they are acƟvated at system start-
up, in order to switch from standard Ɵmers to these. During this procedure, every framework
Ɵmers are also iniƟalized.
Then, there is a data structure called, rq that contains the informaƟon about every, per
processor, run-queue. Because there are new funcƟonaliƟes being added, a new field in this
structure is also added. This new parameter is of type retas_rq, the framework’s new main
run-queue type.
5.3.1 Tasks
As it was already menƟoned, the ReTAS framework strives for unificaƟon. Its source code is
segregated in a organized fashion. Please refer to LisƟng 5.2 to see the ReTAS task data structure
implementaƟon.
The task_id and server_id fields are used to store the current task’s idenƟficaƟon number,
and then, because tasks are allocated to servers, there is also the server_id parameter, which,
has its idenƟficaƟon number.
The next two parameters are node_ready and node_release. These are of type, rb_node,
and thus they are nodes from a red-black tree. For now, it is important to understand, that each
task can belong to ready and release queues, and these are represented using a red-black tree.
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s t r u c t r e t a s _ t a s k {
2 i n t t a s k _ i d ;
i n t s e r v e r _ i d ;
4 s t r u c t rb_node node_ready ;
s t r u c t rb_node node_ re l ea se ;
6 s t r u c t job_param {
uns i gned long long dead l i n e ;
8 uns i gned long long a r r i v a l ;
uns i gned i n t nr ;
10 # i f d e f CONFIG_RETAS_STATIST ICAL
uns i gned char s t a t e ;
12 # end i f
} job_param ;
14 s t r u c t task_param {
uns i gned long long dead l i n e ;
16 uns i gned long long pe r i od ;
} task_param ;
18 # i f d e f CONFIG_RETAS_STATIST ICAL
s t r u c t t a s k _ s t a t * s t a t ;
20 # end i f
} ;
LisƟng 5.2: retas_task data structure.
Then there is the job_param data structure, that contains a series of fields: deadline,
arrival, nr and state. The first three ones, belong to several job characterisƟcs, the task’s
absolute deadline, the task’s absolute arrival, both in nanoseconds, and the job’s number. The
last parameter is used for staƟsƟcs and it used to keep track of the task state.
Next, the task_param data structure, that, in contrast to the previous one, stores tasks char-
acterisƟcs. Those are: deadline and period. They are the task’s relaƟve deadline and its rela-
Ɵve period accordingly.
To conclude, the last field, stat, is a data structure of type, task_stat. It belongs to the
staƟsƟcsmechanism and it will be explained inmore detail in the staƟsƟcs secƟon of this chapter.
Succinctly, it contains a specific task staƟsƟcal informaƟon.
To update the task’s informaƟon according to the data obtained from the off-line procedure,
there are several system calls available. The sys_retas_set_task_param is a system call used
to set the scheduling policy and its priority according to the framework’s new policy using the
funcƟon sched_setscheduler. Then, there is, sys_retas_set_task to get the framework
task’s informaƟon from user-space and store it its data structure.
5.3.2 Servers
LisƟng 5.3 shows the declaraƟon of the main server’s data structure. Tasks and servers are iden-
Ɵfied with a number. This structure, maintains the one belonging to a server using its first pa-
rameter, id. Then, because a server may execute in one or two processors, an array containing
their idenƟficaƟon numbers is used. The structure, cpus_allowed is used for this purpose. This
array is accessed later, to check if a server does not execute when it is not allowed. Note that,
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for Carousel-EDF 1 this field is not considered since all servers execute in all processors.
The curr_cpu parameter contains the processor’s idenƟficaƟon number that is currently
holding the server. Because a processor may only be execuƟng one server at a given instant,
there is a variable flag, that serves to know when the server is being used by a processor, it
holds zero if it is unlocked, one otherwise. Both of these variables are essenƟal, to provide a way
in which to guarantee that servers do not execute out of their bounds, or when a processor tries
to access it and it was not been relinquished yet. The next processor execuƟng that server must
wait unƟl the server is unlocked.
1 s t r u c t s e r v e r {
i n t i d ;
3 i n t cpus_a l l owed [ 2 ] ;
a tom i c_ t cu r r_ cpu ;
5 a tom i c_ t f l a g ;
uns i gned char type ;
7 s t r u c t ready_queue ready ;
s t r u c t re l ea se_queue r e l e a s e ;
9 } ;
LisƟng 5.3: ReTAS servers data structure.
Furthermore, comes the server’s type, using the type variable because a server may be sin-
gle, non-split or split. Finally, the ready and release data structures, holding all the informaƟon
about the ready and release queues for the server in quesƟon. The purpose of these queues was
provided in the last secƟon, though it is important to remember that ready queues only exist at
the server level, but for release queues, they may be opƟonally used at the server level, or at the
processor level in the main framework’s run-queue. These queues are instanced in both of these
places, and may or not be used depending on the way in which tasks are released.
When a task is added to a server, using the funcƟon server_enqueue_ready_job, it is en-
queued in its corresponding ready queue, which later sorts the queue’s red-black tree nodes
according to the uniprocessor policy chosen for that server. AddiƟonally, in resemblance to the
ready queue example, there is also a funcƟon, server_enqueue_release_job, to add a task
to its release queue.
When a server is fetched for execuƟon, a checking procedure is done to ensure that the server
was already been relinquished. The funcƟon server_is_executing_on_other_cpu, is used
for that purpose. Servers may be locked and unlocked to manage their access and schedule their
tasks inside their reserves using the funcƟons, server_lock and server_unlock.
If the task’s releases are done at the server level andwhen the reserve Ɵmer expires to change
from one reserve to another, the tasks belonging to the next server to execute allocated in that
reserve must be woken, so that they start to execute. The server_try_wakeup_jobs funcƟon
is called to achieve this by gradually emptying the server’s release queue, puƫng the next task to
be release into a running state and acƟvaƟng it. This results in a new job being executed, which
also makes the contents of the server’s ready queue to be updated upon acƟvaƟon.
1The original designaƟon is maintained, but in the implementaƟon there are two more variants that could be
called, Carousel-RM and Carousel-DM, as it is explained in Chapter 4
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To conclude, the system call named sys_retas_set_server_param, is used to obtain the
informaƟon from a server from user-space and store it in the server’s main data structure.
5.3.3 Reserves
Focusing now on reserves, they are Ɵme intervals in which a group of tasks allocated to a server
are available for scheduling. LisƟng 5.4 shows the reserves main data structure declaraƟon and
the reserve run-queuedata structure that is used for each processor in order to do the scheduling.
Reserves added to their run-queue are fetched and accessed in a specific order which follows
several rules for the different algorithms available.
1 s t r u c t r e s e r v e {
s t r u c t s e r v e r * s e r v e r ;
3 s t r u c t s e r v e r * a l t _ s e r v e r ;
uns i gned long long l e n g t h ;
5 } ;
s t r u c t r e s e r v e _ r q {
7 i n t i d x _ c u r r _ r e s e r v e ;
s t r u c t r e s e r v e * r e s e r v e s ;
9 i n t n r _ r e s e r v e s ;
} ;
LisƟng 5.4: main reserve and reserve run-queue data structures.
For each reserve there can be, the main server assigned to the reserve, represented by the
variable of name, server, and the alternatewhichmight be used if needed, called, alt_server.
Reserves have lengths computed during the scheduling off-line stage, and the length variable
contains its value.
There are two system calls available to prepare reserves before the scheduling starts. They
are sys_retas_init_reserves and sys_retas_set_reserve_param. The first is used to
simply to clean them, and the second, to pass the informaƟon about the servers that were allo-
cated, main and alternate, plus the reserve length from user-space.
The reserve run-queue data structure, contains, index of the currently execuƟng reserve,
idx_curr_reserve, for that processor. Again, there is an array that contains every reserve that
is going to be scheduled, and every processor has access to it, therefore, a processor must start
execuƟng a reserve that is accessible by using this index in this array. The currently execuƟng re-
serve, must be easily accessible, and to solve this, a pointer is used, which is known as reserves.
Finally, there is the nr_reserves, which is the number of reserves allocated to that processor.
The current andnext execuƟng reserves are easily accessible, by using the funcƟonsreserve_
rq_get_curr_reserve and reserve_rq_get_next_reserve which basically, work with the
number of reserves and the index that is being used for the currently execuƟng reserve. The in-
dex is incremented by one unit and it is reset to zero if it surpasses the total number of reserves.
Using this method, it is possible to only allow the processor to access its reserves and not every
one of them, if the main algorithm used is S-EKG or NPS-F. At the same Ɵme, a global array may
be accessible by all processors, which is necessary for Carousel-EDF.
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The index of the first reserve for a processor in the global reserve array can be set from user-
space by using the sys_retas_set_cpu_start_reserve system call. The system call sys_
retas_set_cpu_reserves uses the first reserve to execute, using the same index sent from
user-space to iniƟalize the pointer to the first reserve that will be scheduled for that processor.
At the same Ɵme, the total number of reserves allocated is also sent and stored.
Reserve Ɵmers are used when decisions in how the next reserve should be picked for execu-
Ɵon and its subsequent server. When these Ɵmers are set up by using the funcƟon reserve_
timer_setup_timer their callback is set too, in this case reserve_timer_reserve_fn, and
they remain inacƟve. Two values must be passed from user-space, the Ɵmezero and the offset,
using the sys_retas_set_timezero and sys_retas_set_cpu_offset system calls. Both of
these values are used to correctly start these Ɵmers and compute the next expiring instant, us-
ing the funcƟon reserve_timer_start, and adding both of them to the size of the Ɵmeslot,
which is computed by the sum of the size of each reserve allocated to the current processor.
AddiƟonally, these Ɵmers remain inacƟve for single servers.
The callback is called upon Ɵmer expiraƟon, which basically selects the next reserve to be
executed, and computes the next expiring instant by adding the current expiring instant to the
next reserve length. Then, if the task’s releases are made at the server level, it tries to wake
them so that tasks may start to execute as it was explained previously. The last scheduled and
executed server, is now free to be unlocked, which in a later stage will be, because the current
task is marked for rescheduling and this results in a new scheduling decision. When this happens,
the main scheduling funcƟon is called, which at the end, aŌer selecƟng the next task to be exe-
cuted, executes another funcƟon named, post_schedule_retas, that, unlocks the previously
scheduled server, by using the task that is currently execuƟng and comparing its server with the
one that belongs to the currently execuƟng reserve and check if they differ. If they do, an unlock
is required, because the other server is no longer being used.
5.3.4 Ready and release run-queues
Ready and release queues data structures are very similar. They are, because both types will
have, during the scheduling, tasks associated to them and sorted in a specific fashion, were each
task is a node in a red-black tree. Both of these data structures are declared according to LisƟng
5.5.
Both queues have the lock variable which is a spinlock to control its access by other frame-
work mechanisms. Similarly, they both have the queue itself represented by a red-black tree, a
variable of type rb_root and with the name queue. For each case, there is a pointer, highest_
prio, for ready queues, and erf for release queues. They are used to easily access the tree’s
top node, that is, the highest priority task according to a uniprocessor policy for ready queues,
and the next task to be released for release queues. In ready queues there is an extra parameter,
policy, that specifies the uniprocessor scheduling policy that is going to be used to schedule
tasks that belong to the current ready queue.
To enqueue a task by according to an uniprocessor scheduling policy, the funcƟon ready_
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s t r u c t ready_queue {
2 r aw_ s p i n l o c k _ t l o c k ;
s t r u c t r b_ roo t queue ;
4 s t r u c t t a s k _ s t r u c t * h i g h e s t _ p r i o ;
uns i gned char p o l i c y ;
6 } ;
s t r u c t re l ea se_queue {
8 r aw_ s p i n l o c k _ t l o c k ;
s t r u c t r b_ roo t queue ;
10 s t r u c t t a s k _ s t r u c t * e r f ;
12 } ;
LisƟng 5.5: ready_queue and release queue data structures.
enqueue_job was conceived. This funcƟon obviously uses the lock to manage the access to
the tree, and goes through each node. According to the policy chosen, it reorganizes the nodes
by checking the parameters from the task that is being enqueued, and those that are already
inside the tree. It then changes the ready queue highest_prio field properly so that it can be
accessed to get the new highest priority task, later to be used to execute a new job. Furthermore,
the task enqueue process is similar in the release queue’s case, but instead of sorƟng according
to a uniprocessor policy it sorts according to the task’s absolute arrival.
To ensure that tasks are released, a Ɵmer for each processor is used. When this Ɵmer expires,
the task with themost urgent arrival is released, and is given processor Ɵme, which results in one
job being executed for that processor. When this Ɵmer expires, the task is added to a release
queue, which results in the queue being sorted again by absolute arrival. It is important to know,
that while this is happening, and when a task begins its execuƟon, job by job, the Ɵmer is started
and its next expire instant corresponds to the absolute arrival from the next task to be released.
The job’s arrival is passed from user-space, using the system call sys_retas_delay_until, that
starts the Ɵmer according to the release method chosen and this can be done using the system
call sys_retas_set_release_policy. If this arrival is already late according to the current
Ɵme, then a deadline miss occurs.
Again, there are two methods available to release tasks, the difference is in how the Ɵmer
starts and were the next task to be released is obtained. In the simple case, where the release
queues are used in each processor, the task is enqueued in the release queue and the Ɵmer is
started from that moment. The second case, which is a liƩle more complex, selecƟvely starts the
release Ɵmer according to the currently execuƟng reserve. In this case, release queues are used
at the server level and Ɵmers only start and expire only when they are execuƟng. Please refer to
LisƟng 5.6 for details.
When one of these Ɵmers expires, it uses its callback act differently for both releasemethods,
but sƟll, they are very similar. Upon expiraƟon, the next task to be released must be woken, that
is, it dequeues the task from the release queue, and if everything went well, the task starts to
run execuƟng a new job.
Then, the expiring instant of the release Ɵmer must be updated using, release_timer_
get_next_release. This funcƟon, gets the release value from the task that will be executed
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i f ( s e r v e r _enqueue_ re l e a s e_ j ob ( se r ve r , p ) ) {
2 ne x t _ r e l e a s e = s e r v e r _ g e t _ n e x t _ r e l e a s e ( s e r v e r ) ;
r e s e r v e _ t ime r _ s t a t e = r e s e r v e _ t ime r _ g e t _ s t a t e ( r e s e r v e _ t ime r ) ;
4 i f ( r e s e r v e _ t ime r _ s t a t e == RESERVE_TIMER_ACTIVE_NO_STARTED ) {
_ _h r t ime r _ s t a r t _ r a n g e _n s (& r e l e a s e _ t ime r  >t imer , n s_ to_k t ime (
n e x t _ r e l e a s e ) , 0 , HRTIMER_MODE_ABS_PINNED , 0 ) ;
6
} e l s e { / / RESERVE_TIMER_ACTIVE_STARTED
8 r e s e r v e _ t ime r _ e x p i r e s = r e s e r v e _ t ime r _ g e t _ e x p i r e s ( r e s e r v e _ t ime r ) ;
i f ( n e x t _ r e l e a s e < r e s e r v e _ t ime r _ e x p i r e s   RELEASE_SLACK ) {
10 __h r t ime r _ s t a r t _ r a n g e _n s (& r e l e a s e _ t ime r  >t imer , n s_ to_k t ime (
n e x t _ r e l e a s e ) , 0 , HRTIMER_MODE_ABS_PINNED , 0 ) ;
}
12 }
14 }
LisƟng 5.6: release_Ɵmer_do_delay_unƟl2 funcƟon implementaƟon.
next, using the proper release queue according to the release method. Finally, the task is set to
be rescheduled, so that it can enter again in the system, and its execuƟon demands fulfilled.
5.3.5 Main framework run-queue
The framework extends the original system per processor run-queues, and to do so, adds a new
field at the rq data structure present in the original scheduling module. This new field, is of
type retas_rq, and it adds informaƟon to it using a new data structure that communicates with
several of the framework’s mechanisms. This new data structure, is visible in LisƟng 5.7.
s t r u c t r e t a s _ r q {
2 uns i gned char po s t _ s chedu l e ;
i n t p r e v _ s e r v e r _ i d ;
4 s t r u c t r e s e r v e _ r q r e s e r v e _ r q ;
s t r u c t r e s e r v e _ t ime r r e s e r v e _ t ime r ;
6 s t r u c t re l ea se_queue r e l e a s e ;
s t r u c t r e l e a s e _ t ime r r e l e a s e _ t ime r ;
8 s t r u c t r e s ched_cu r r _ cpu_ t ime r r e s ched_ t ime r ;
} ;
LisƟng 5.7: main ReTAS run-queue data structure.
The first parameter, post_schedule, is used to know if a server unlock should be performed
when it ends its execuƟon when a reserve Ɵmer expires. The second, prev_server_id, is used
to keep track of the last server that was executed which is useful during the Ɵme where a server
unlock is required, that is, an unlock is required if the currently execuƟng server is different from
the one that executed before and this variable is used to make this comparison. The rest of
the parameters are straighƞorward, they are used to access the reserve run-queue, the release
queues, if used, and the Ɵmers already studied. Nevertheless, the parameter, resched_timer,
holds access to another kind of Ɵmers which are described in the next secƟon.
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5.3.6 Scheduling module
In this secƟon, the core framework’s scheduling funcƟonaliƟes are analysed. The firstmechanism
to be studied corresponds to the act of geƫng a new task to be scheduled. The _pick_next_
task_retas funcƟon is used for this purpose. It is here, that the next task to be scheduled
is returned, that is, the one with higher priority. LisƟng 5.8 shows the implementaƟon of this
mechanism. Upon accessing the currently execuƟng server, if it is not possible to obtain the next
task, the next variable is returned with NULL. It is in here that the task rescheduling Ɵmers are
used.
1 s e r v e r = r e s e r v e _ g e t _ s e r v e r ( r s v ) ;
i f ( s e r v e r ) {
3 nex t = s e r v e r _ g e t _ h i g h e s t _ p r i o _ j o b ( s e r v e r ) ;
i f ( nex t ) {
5 i f ( s e r v e r _ l o c k ( s e r ve r , rq ) == LOCKED_BY_OTHER_CPU ) {
r e s c h ed _ c u r r _ c p u _ s t a r t _ t ime r ( resched_tm ) ;
7 nex t = NULL ;
}
9 }
i f ( ! nex t ) {
11 s e r v e r = r e s e r v e _ g e t _ a l t _ s e r v e r ( r s v ) ;
i f ( s e r v e r ) {
13 nex t = s e r v e r _ g e t _ h i g h e s t _ p r i o _ j o b ( s e r v e r ) ;
i f ( s e r v e r _ l o c k ( s e r ve r , rq ) == LOCKED_BY_OTHER_CPU ) {
15 nex t = NULL ;
}
17 }
}
19 }
i f ( nex t ) {
21 smp_wmb ( ) ;
next >on_rq = 1 ;
23 t a s k _ t h r e a d _ i n f o ( nex t ) >cpu = rq >cpu ;
}
25 r e t u r n nex t ;
LisƟng 5.8: _pick_next_task_retas implementaƟon extract.
These Ɵmers have their implementaƟon which follows the same philosophy in resemblance
to the other Ɵmers already described. SƟll, they work slightly different, they don’t expire at a
computed Ɵme instant, instead they do so in a previously defined interval. This interval can be
modified using the system call, sys_retas_set_resched_curr_cpu_timer_interval. Once
the callback is called, which in this case, is, resched_curr_cpu_timer_fn, the currently exe-
cuƟng task is targeted for rescheduling using the funcƟon, retas_resched_task. As it can be
seen from the source code extract, if the server is locked, these Ɵmers are started. The reasoning
behind this soluƟon, is that the server might need some Ɵme unƟl it becomes unlocked, which
results in the next variable being finally populated.
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Meanwhile, when a new task is woken, a checking procedure is done to know if this task has
higher priority than the one that is currently execuƟng. The funcƟon, _check_preempt_curr_
retas, is called and it returns, one or zero, either if the current task needs to preempted or not,
respecƟvely. The method in now this funcƟon operates is simple, it obtains the highest priority
job from the currently execuƟng server, and checks if it is the same job as the one currently
execuƟng. If this is true, no preempƟon is needed. If a preempƟon is needed, the current task is
marked to be rescheduled.
When the system adds a task to a processor’s run-queue, because for example, it enters
in the system for the first Ɵme or it is marked for rescheduling the funcƟon _enqueue_task_
retas is called. Once it starts execuƟng, __enqueue_task_retas is called, and it enqueues the
current task to its respecƟve server ready queue, following a specific uniprocessor scheduling
policy. It does so, by also compuƟng the current task’s absolute deadline accordingly, and storing
it, using task_set_job_deadline. Similarly, when a job finishes its execuƟon the task must
be dequeued from the ready queue associated using another funcƟon, dequeue_task_retas,
which just accesses its server and removes it.
5.4 Tracing mechanism
When scheduling events are recorded with the aid of the tracing mechanism that was devised, it
allow later, to use this informaƟon, in order to make even more studies about an experiment.
To store this informaƟon, a data structure, named trace_record, containing it was created,
LisƟng 5.9 shows it in detail. This structure is instanced for each processor available, so that when
the data is collected, the results will have a processor associated.
As it can be seen, there is also another structurewith the name trace_log, which represents
a single entry in the list, or in other words, a single event traced. The parameters front and rear
correspond to the index of the last and first items recorded, nitems, is used to know the number
of items already in existence, and, finally tracing is used to check if the tracing mechanism is
enabled or not.
RevisiƟng the trace_log structure, it is composed by a header, which is another data struc-
ture that contains two parameters, event and time. The first parameter is defined by an enu-
meraƟon which dictates available events to store. Examples are: T_START_RES, when a reserve
Ɵmer expires and another reserve begins its execuƟon, and T_UNLOCK_SERVER, when a server
is unlocked, but there are other types available. The second field, is the Ɵme instant in which the
event was recorded in nanoseconds.
Whenever an event needs to be traced, a funcƟon, designated, trace_event is called. These
are, in order: cpu, the current processor’s idenƟficaƟon number, time, the event’s Ɵme instant,
arg, an addiƟonal argument which contains a pointer to something where addiƟonal data must
be taken from, and finally, event, the event’s type.
The way in which this funcƟon operates is simple. Once a trace_log variable is composed
with the informaƟon to be traced, the funcƟon trace_insert is called. While, this funcƟon
obtains the tracing informaƟon from the current processor, it updates the front index by incre-
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1 s t r u c t t r a c e _ l o g {
s t r u c t t r a ce_heade r header ;
3 union {
s t r u c t t r a c e _ j o b job ;
5 s t r u c t t r a c e _ r e s e r v e r e s e r v e ;
s t r u c t t r a c e _ s e r v e r _ l o c k i n g l o c k ;
7 s t r u c t t r a ce_ re s ched_cpu resched ;
} data ;
9 } ;
s t r u c t t r a c e _ r e c o r d {
11 s t r u c t t r a c e _ l o g l o g [ RETAS_TRACE_SIZE ] ;
a tom i c_ t f r o n t ;
13 a tom i c_ t r e a r ;
a tom i c_ t n i tems ;
15 a tom i c_ t t r a c i n g ;
} ;
LisƟng 5.9: trace_log and trace_record declaraƟon.
menƟng it. AŌer this, the old rear value is obtained, and this index is used to store the new
tracing data and finally, rear is incremented. There is a limit to store events, which makes the
rear variable to be reset if surpassed.
The method in which the tracing informaƟon is obtained from user-space and successfully
wriƩen to a series of files, is through the creaƟon of a device driver, and the trace reading pro-
cess from user-space is done in retas_trace_read. The funcƟon obtains the current tracing
informaƟon and if there are exisƟng events recorded, it reads and copies it to user-space using a
buffer, updaƟng the front variable so that new data can be constantly read and wriƩen to the
buffer, later to be accessed from user-space.
5.5 StaƟsƟcs mechanism
Besides events being traced, several staƟsƟcs are taken too, for the purpose of analysing the
behaviour of several components during an experiment. In this secƟon, it is explained the solu-
Ɵon devised to achieve this. Perhaps, the first data structure to be studied is: stat_feature,
which defines the parameters that are to be stored for each feature in which values are taken. A
feature is nothing more than a element of study, and examples of these would be: relJ, RelO,
both the release jiƩer and the release overhead, ipiL, the latency generated by Inter-Processor
Interrupts(IPIs)2, but many others are recorded and every feature is explained with some detail
later on. LisƟng 5.10 shows its declaraƟon.
Whenever a new value from this structure needs to be updated, stat_insert_feature, is
called, with the informaƟon regarding the feature to be updated and a new value to be saved,
upon which, all of its parameters are updated. The min and max parameters are the minimum
and maximum values stored unƟl that moment, sum stores the sum of every value added, sum2
stores the sum of all the values mulƟplied by themselves, and finally, nr_regs, just maintains
2It is a type of interrupt that is used when a processor interrupts another, if, the interrupƟng one requires acƟon
from it.
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s t r u c t s t a t _ f e a t u r e {
2 uns i gned long min ;
uns i gned long max ;
4 uns i gned long long sum ;
uns i gned long long sum2 ;
6 uns i gned long n r _ r e g s ;
} ;
LisƟng 5.10: stat_feature data structure.
the number of Ɵmes a new value was been added for that feature. These values are then used
to calculate the mean and standard deviaƟon.
The staƟsƟcs belonging to each task reside in a data structure of type task_stat_list. This
structure is composed of several parameters, being them: enabled, nr_wasted_regs, lock
and list. They are used to check if the staƟsƟcs are enabled, the number of records to be
wasted3, a spinlock to manage the list’s access, and finally, a list containing all the tasks staƟsƟcal
data respecƟvely. Each item of the laƩer contains a data structure of type, task_stat, and this
one contains the all the staƟsƟcs informaƟon being recorded for a single task. AddiƟonally, it
also has a parameter designated, aux, of type task_stat_aux, which might be used to pass
addiƟonal informaƟon for some events. Next, it is shown the method that is used to compute
each task’s staƟsƟcal informaƟon.
StaƟsƟcal informaƟon for each processor is also obtained, and is saved in a data structure of
type cpu_stat. Within this structure, the are two more parameters of importance, reserve_
stat and tick_stat. The first refers to the staƟsƟcal informaƟon for each reserve that was
scheduled, and the second belongs to the staƟsƟcs gathered when the no idle Ɵck Ɵmer expires.
This Ɵmer is used while a processor is in an idle state.
In chapter 6, it is analysed a graphical applicaƟon that shows these staƟsƟcs in the form of a
box-and-whisker plot for each task and processor in study. Furthermore, in 7, some results taken
are shown. To understand these results, one needs to grasp the nature, that is, the way in how
they are measured, and each one is represented by an alias, and it is this idenƟficaƟon that is
used in these plots. They are, for each task, the following: PREE, C, T, RT, RelJ, RelO, CtswO,
TickO and IpiL, and for each processor: TickC, TickT, ResJ, ResO, ResS and ResL. Finally, it
is described, what they are, and how they are obtained.
• PREE: refers to the number of preempƟons that a task as suffered. Whenever a task is
preempted, the funcƟon, stat_task_stat_preempted, which updates this value, when
a task finishes its execuƟon the final value is stored.
• C: it is the task’s execuƟon Ɵme. When a task begins its execuƟon, stat_task_stat_
start is called, and it saves the Ɵme instant when the task started to execute. Later on,
when it finishes, stat_task_stat_completed is called, and the the final value is equal
to the difference between the current Ɵme instant and its start saved earlier minus the
3this parameter is used, to ensure that less records not belonging to an experiment are recorded. To achieve this,
a number of wasted records is numerically set, and only those that come aŌer are to be accounted as staƟsƟcs.
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current TickO.
• T: measures the task’s period if the last job deadline was notmissed. When a task becomes
ready, the stat_task_stat_ready funcƟon is used, which keeps track of the previous
enqueue instant. If this value exists, the period is equal to the difference between the
current instant and that value.
• RT: is the Ɵme interval when a task as become ready and its compleƟon. Again, when a task
becomes ready, stat_task_stat_ready is used and stores the instant when it became
ready.
• RelJ:measures the task’s release jiƩer, that is, the intervalwhen the release Ɵmerwas fired,
that is saved with stat_task_stat_release, and its current job arrival instant. The final
value is stored when the task becomes ready using stat_task_stat_ready.
• RelO: corresponds to the task’s release overhead given by the difference of the instant
when the task became ready and the release Ɵmer’s expiring instant. Once again, this is
stored in stat_task_stat_ready.
• CtswO: measures the context switch overhead, which is computed according to the dif-
ference between the task’s re-execuƟon, and the scheduler’s invocaƟon. This is measured
when a task begins its execuƟon and stat_task_stat_start is called.
• TickO: it is the overhead incurred by the no idle Ɵmer. This one is used while the pro-
cessor is not execuƟng anything. When it expires, stat_task_stat_tick is called. The
laƩer, keeps track and constantly sums the Ɵmer’s overhead, that is given by the differ-
ence between the current Ɵme and when the its expiring instant. The summed value is
used to store the task’s execuƟon Ɵme correctly, by not using the Ɵme while the processor
was idle, and it is reset whenever a deadline miss or a preempƟon occurs. Finally, when a
single Ɵmer expiraƟon occurs, TickO, is updated.
• IpiL: a task’s release in a split server can cause an IPI which is used to noƟfy a task’s release
between processors that share it. This may generate a latency created by the IPI, which is
designated here as IpiL. This happens only in special cases, where the arrival of a task’s,
shared between Pp and Pp 1, job occurs in Pp and is the one with higher priority in the
current server, while at the same Ɵme, falling the arrival inside the reserve from processor
Pp 1. This results in an IPI being sent from Pp to Pp 1 to noƟfy about this arrival. This
process end up calling stat_task_stat_ipi_fired which sets a flag about this occur-
rence. This IPI latency may, or may not happen, and this is why the CtswO is measured
separately. At the end, the final latency value is stored in stat_task_stat_start, when
a task begins execuƟon. The flag is accessed, and the latency is computed by the difference
between the scheduler’s invocaƟon and the previous enqueue instant, that is, the last Ɵme
when the task became ready.
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• TickC: itmeasures the execuƟonof the no idle Ɵck. This is computed in the funcƟon retas_
stat_cpu_tick which is called aŌer the no idle Ɵck callback finishes its execuƟon. In the
callback both its iniƟal instant and its finishing instant are stored, and the final value is the
difference.
• TickT: it is the period between the no idle Ɵck expire instants. Also calculated in retas_
stat_cpu_tickwhich keeps track of the last no idle Ɵck expire instants, the period is the
difference between two adjacent instants.
• ResJ: measures the reserve release jiƩer that is the difference between the Ɵme when the
reserve Ɵmer is fired, or in other words, when the next reserve should have started, and
its next reserve Ɵmer expiring instant. This value is saved in retas_stat_cpu_reserve
and this funcƟon is used when the reserve Ɵmer callback finishes.
• ResO: corresponds to the reserve overhead, calculated by the difference between the in-
stant where the reserve Ɵmer callback finished its execuƟon and its next expiring instant.
Again, the final value for this overhead is also saved in retas_stat_cpu_reserve.
• ResS: is the reserve context switch true interval, it is calculated using the instant when the
scheduler is invoked where a context switch happens, which results in retas_stat_cpu_
start_reserve being called when a reserve starts to execute. The final value is given by
the difference between this instant and the Ɵme when the previous reserve truly started
its execuƟon.
• ResL: is the reserve latency, it is also calculated using the instant when the scheduler is in-
voked where a context switch happens, and the latency is given by the difference between
this instant and the Ɵme when the previous reserve should have started its execuƟon.
Again it is also computed in retas_stat_cpu_start_reserve when a reserve starts to
execute.
Succinctly, in order to copy all of this informaƟon to user-space, system calls are available
which simply go through all the list entries. Furthermore, they finds the entries which have the
informaƟon from the task or processor needed. When this happens, it is used a funcƟon to
convert the staƟsƟcs feature to a string. And while they are converted, they are wriƩen to a
buffer, which will, at a later stage, be copied to user-space.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter the implementaƟon of the ReTAS framework was been studied, first, by describing
it main features and soluƟons devised more abstractly, while at the same Ɵme emphasizing the
responsibility behind their presence. For each framework’s components, their data structures
where dissected, so that when exploring the operaƟons done in the various funcƟons available,
it would be possible to understand how they work more efficiently. At the end, it is explored the
method in which to obtain results later to be examined.
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The next chapter is provides an analysis of an applicaƟon that was been constructed which
uses these results. It serves to aid the process of tesƟng in this area of research, by providing
a visual representaƟon of what is done while the framework is scheduling tasks. This is done
primarily in the form of a GanƩ diagram.
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VisualizaƟon Tool Analysis
6.1 IntroducƟon
The last chapter provided a brief explanaƟon in how data is collected. The mechanisms respon-
sible, are the genesis to a new level of research experiments now possible to produce. Further-
more, when one looks at this raw informaƟon, it is not directly appealing nor humanly easy to
extract real informaƟon. Nevertheless, it is possible to create a tool that automates this process
and creates a visual representaƟon of what is happening while tasks are scheduled. This is ex-
pressed in the form of a GanƩ diagram. The tool described in this chapter promises this, perhaps,
never done before feature in this area of research, and a new group of funcƟonaliƟes that allows
easy navigaƟon and results filtering. A box and whisker plot is generated for each task and each
processor available, showing their staƟsƟcs aƩracƟvely, which results in even more conclusions
to be done. The main objecƟve is to obtain empirical evidence in this area of study. AddiƟon-
ally, it serves as a debugging tool, that is, to know if the implementaƟon is correctly devised.
This chapter provides an overview of the piece of soŌware that was developed, explaining the
approach taken for each funcƟonality created, the advantages, and the real conclusions that can
be learned once an experiment is made.
6.2 ApplicaƟon overview
This secƟon provides an overview of the features that are included in the final applicaƟon. Each
one was obviously conceived to promote the idea that the informaƟon created during a schedu-
ling experiment is in fact easily accessible and well represented.
The main feature is to draw a GanƩ diagram were for each row, and each one, belonging to a
processor, has its scheduled elements drawn, such as, tasks and reserves. Fortunately, for each
processor, a file is created containing its traced contents, and therefore a parser for them was
conceived so that each event is properly read and stored, later to be used during the drawing
process. Once this is is done, the drawing process can start.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to represent the hole diagram in one single screen and be able
to visualize its contents correctly. Each event is traced in nanoseconds, and there are, in normal
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circumstances, hundreds of events to be drawn. his small granularity, demands that there must
be a zooming mechanism that can be used to allow one to visualize a bigger or smaller Ɵmespan
of the scheduling events. Plus, it is also possible to navigate, according to the current zoom level,
by incremenƟng or decremenƟng a fixed number of nanoseconds, so that it also it is possible to
navigate forth and backwards in the graph. AddiƟonally, provided a value in nanoseconds one
can jump to that instant.
Upon this, content filtering features were created. If a dedicated look to a specific item’s type
is needed, one can choose what to be drawn, so for example, if the user does not want to draw
job arrivals or reserves he can do so. Furthermore, a specific task or reserve can be enabled or
disabled. Tasks and reserves are represented through randomly chosen colors and these can also
be defined arbitrarily.
Content can be clicked, to allow the user to easily get detailed informaƟon about it. A table
with the tracing informaƟon for each processor is also shown in the applicaƟon. This permits the
visualizaƟon of its contents easily, and also aids in the inclusion of filtering capabiliƟes. The user
can filter the contents by choosing what types of events to show. Then, if he double clicks in a
table row he will jump to that specific Ɵme instant in the graphic.
If staƟsƟcal informaƟon is provided, the applicaƟon draws a box-and-whisker plot for each
task or processor, and at the same Ɵme visualise the tables that contained the data that was
been used to do so. In the next subsecƟons, an in depth descripƟon in how these features were
conceived is provided and their main advantages too focusing on the real informaƟon that can
be obtained.
6.3 Working with the tracing and staƟsƟcal data
When an experiment is done, several files are generated at the end, it is known already that
for each processor there is a file containing its scheduling informaƟon, secƟon 5.4, shows this
procedure in detail. The user then specifies a folder containing all of these files, and the next
step to make, is to properly store the informaƟon inside these in data structures so that they can
be easily fetched in the future. Once the folder containing these is provided, every single piece
of data is stored properly by following a specific methodology, so that the iniƟal drawing process
starts and some user interface modificaƟons are also made in this applicaƟon.
Once the directory path is known, it is possible to know how much processors were used
during the scheduling phase, this is because it corresponds to the number of exisƟng files known
with a similar alias. This number is important to know in order to allow the GanƩ diagram to be
drawn in a dynamically.
Using this soluƟon the applicaƟon is ready to draw a GanƩ diagram using the informaƟon of
an arbitrary number of processors. This is a huge advantage of this applicaƟon, because it makes
it possible to draw the scheduling that was been traced from different systems were the ReTAS
framework resides.
When the parsing process starts, each line from each file is stored in a data structure, so
that, again, for each item in it, it can be obtained in its raw state. This then allows to determine
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the Ɵme zero value, which is the Ɵme instant of the first event that was recorded and not to be
confused with the Ɵme zero from the ReTAS kernel module. This is done by fetching the first line
of each processor’s tracing file and sorƟng them from lowest to highest so that the the lowest
Ɵme instant is the Ɵme zero instant. This value is stored, and it serves as the beginning Ɵme
instant of the experiment. Its main responsibility is to aid in navigaƟon process.
Each line is dissected, and according to the event type, idenƟfied by a number, the remaining
parsing process is made according to it. One data structure is used for each type of event, and
further informaƟon is stored in an organized way. For every event, its processor idenƟficaƟon
number, the instant, calculated through the Ɵme zero value, and addiƟonal informaƟon is stored.
This addiƟonal data is used in the future to show in an unified way informaƟon, upon mouse
clicking an item in the diagram.
At least two great advantages can be extracted, because if a new event is added in the future
the employedmechanism can be usedwith just a fewmodificaƟons. An event is, again, idenƟfied
by a number, and to allow its parsing a new condiƟonal statement is what remains to be added
in order to achieve this. Furthermore, if new informaƟon must be added to a single item, that
can also be done easily.
Nevertheless, despite this being true for all the elements being drawn, tasks and reserves
are not enƟrely dealt in the exact same fashion, each reserve end instant is the beginning of the
next one, and this is solved in this part of the prototype, that is, each start and end is within one
single entry in the tracing informaƟon and not in two. Task’s jobs also have beginning instants
and ending ones represented by different events. This requires even more dedicaƟon, but so is
also done. At the end of the parsing process, as an addiƟonal step, a random color is given for
each task found during the parsing process.
Then the processor’s and task’s staƟsƟcs files are accessed, and their informaƟon, unaltered,
is stored in different data structures, later to be used upon drawing the staƟsƟcs box-and-whisker
plots.
Figure 6.1: VisualizaƟon tool draw panel.
Once all files are parsed, it is known for trivial reasons, the preparaƟons that must be done
in the user-interface. If they fail to exist, the features enabled by their existence are disabled.
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Again, if the main scheduling trace files are present and well constructed, a panel is populated
with each task and reserve that was scheduled during the experiment. Please refer to Figure 6.1
to see this graphically. As it can be noted, for each task/reserve detected, a check box is added,
and a color buƩon. Once the check box is clicked, the item in quesƟon can be drawn or not,
and the buƩon serves to change the item’s color. The checkboxes above are uƟlized to enable or
disable one type of item in the diagram.
Again, some advantages can be seen in this mechanism, if the researcher desires only to
analyse one single, task, reserve, or any arbitrary item type he can do so very easily. This is very
useful to check for pathological behaviour and proof gathering, this is were mistakes during the
algorithm’s implementaƟon in the kernel can be easily detected, because one can simply look at
the diagram and check for obvious mistakes, such as for example, items being obviously out of
place, or reserves overlapping. Plus, there are no limits on the number of tasks or reserves.
Next, it will be described, perhaps, one the most interesƟng features available. Once the
iniƟal data is read, it is also offered the possibility to directly visualize or filter the data that was
been obtained from each processor’s tracing file.
Figure 6.2: An example of the visualizaƟon tool populated tables.
The way in how this is achieved, is to receive all the processor’s tracing data in its unaltered
state. This process begins to, by knowing the number of processors that were used in the ex-
periment, to go through the data of each one of them, populaƟng a table with a fixed number
of rows equal to the number of entries read and a number of columns equal to eleven. This
last number is used, because at most, eleven pieces of informaƟon are stored for each record.
As shown in Figure 6.2, some records do not contain all of them, and thus, when this happens,
a ”not-available” string is put in place to warn the user. This illustraƟon also shows the table’s
filtering capabiliƟes.
These tables are non-editable for the reason that this would imply an automaƟc refresh of the
drawing made, unfortunately this feature was not planed in advance, and it could be interesƟng
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to manipulate this data to see how the scheduling phase could have gone if other results were
taken. Despite that, other features are available. The table, upon double-clicking in one of its
rows, allows the user to automaƟcally jump to the record’s Ɵme instant in nanoseconds.
AddiƟonally, the user can also right-click one row to be able to copy the record’s Ɵme instant
directly to the operaƟng system’s clipboard. Refer again to Figure 6.2 to see this feature being
used.
These filtering features are used upon clicking the ”find” buƩon, which make the applicaƟon
to start to read the instant values from the two text boxes shown in Figure 6.2, and obtaining
each record from each processor between those, plus the event types selected from the group
of check-boxes available in the same panel. Which, in turn, will show the records filtered, in
contrast to all the original informaƟon in the table. The user can also reset the values by clicking
the ”reset” buƩon.
The tables being shown, and the filtering capabiliƟes provided, despite their iniƟal state, al-
low the user to see the results taken, and stored in the files in their original state. This, with the
combinaƟon of the filters available, allows the user to see a given group of events by type within
a given Ɵmespan. This is very advantageous, because now, it is possible to see if one type of
event is being recorded correctly without the visual interference of the other records present in
the same file.
6.4 GanƩ diagram visualizaƟon
Once the applicaƟons starts, and the tracing data read, a panel with the diagram is drawn were
its size is determined by the number of exisƟng processors that were used in the experiment,
and other variables that can be manipulated to change the drawing at will. For example, the size
of the drawing could be changed to fit more informaƟon, or perhaps to change the size of the
space taken by processors or jobs. This can be done only at the source code level, but the way in
how it was been devised was such to allow in the future to represent even more data easily. A
mouse listener is added to it, to allow the user to click an item in the drawing and show addiƟonal
informaƟon.
The drawing process starts, and it is composed by two phases, the first one, draws the axis of
the GanƩ diagram, and the second, draws and prepares the hit-boxes to be used with the mouse
listener.
By looking at Figure 6.3, one can see the axis being drawn and some scheduling items. The
scheduling shown in the picture, may not represent a posiƟve experiment, it is just an example of
something that could be obtained. The drawing is done in a simple fashion. SƟll, there are some
consideraƟons to be made. As it can be seen, the user may wish to navigate through it and thus
it is in this phase that the limits to be drawn must be controlled, and the Ɵme instant in which to
begin the drawing is defined.
The values in which to start and end the drawing are tracked. Only the items that belong
inside this Ɵmespan are to be drawn. To do this, a global variable containing the number of
nanoseconds represented inside each verƟcal line of the GanƩ diagram with width of one single
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Figure 6.3: Scheduling drawing example.
pixel is used, represenƟng therefore, the scale.
Inside the main drawing process, each data structure containing each type of elements to
be drawn is accessed, and it is here that the applicaƟon decides either or not to draw a specific
type if the user enabled of disabled it. The soluƟon employed is very similar to every case, and
what is important to know is that, there is informaƟon about the current element hit-box and
addiƟonal informaƟon. This informaƟon is to be displayed if a mouse click is made in it, if indeed
the element is clickable. Then, in the mouse adapter implementaƟon, the hit-boxes informaƟon
is accessed, and if amouse click is inside in one of them, amessage is shown to the user, displaying
a string containing the addiƟonal informaƟon.
It is trivial to figure that the funcƟonaliƟes provided by the drawing are indeed useful. The
GanƩdiagram, can be navigated, zoomed in and zoomedout to obtain evenmore detail and show
a desired quanƟty of informaƟon. These funcƟonaliƟes are possible, because if what is needed
is to zoom in the drawing, the scale used, is divided by a determined zoom factor. In contrast, it
is mulƟplied, if the user wants to zoom out. In both of these procedures, the end bound of the
diagram is recalculated, and the drawing repainted. Again, if the user wants he can to navigate
to freely. All of these capabiliƟes result in a pleasing method to obtain empirical evidence of
what is happening during the scheduling phase. In the next subsecƟon, the reasoning behind
the construcƟon of box-and-whisker plots will be provided.
6.5 Box-and-Whisker plot creaƟon
In order to generate a box-and-whisker plot from the staƟsƟcs that were been taken iniƟally, the
applicaƟon uses a third-party library designated gral 1. Figure 6.4 shows an example of a plot that
was been obtained. The interface allows the user to choose what plot to draw, either being it one
from a given task or a processor. Once he chooses one of them, the plot is drawn. Then he can
1The gral library can be used to draw plots with scienƟfic data in Java applicaƟons. For more details the reader can
visit: hƩp://trac.erichseifert.de/gral/
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choose, using a tab panel in the interface, to show a table containing the staƟsƟcs informaƟon
that he wants, either to see the one that corresponds to the current plot, or to compare it. It is
important to know, that each row corresponds to each staƟsƟc taken from those that were been
discussed in the previous chapter, and each column has these values in this order: the minimum
value, the maximum value, the sum, the sum of all the values mulƟplied by themselves, the
number of values that were used in the staƟsƟc, the average, and finally, the standard deviaƟon.
Figure 6.4: Box-and-whisker plot example.
Obviously, themain reason why the plot is being drawn is that it allows one to graphically see
the way in how each staƟsƟc taken behaves during the scheduling. For example, some values are
expected to be higher than others, and to see the reverse happening, would allow the researcher
to know if something is wrong automaƟcally. AddiƟonally, the standard deviaƟon is used to un-
derstand, if the data that was collected is indeed close to the average, and this can be seen by
the upper and lower limits of the boxes in the plot. The rest of the informaƟon is very easy to
grasp also, because the average is represented by the line that is being drawn in the middle of
those boxes, and the minimum and maximum values are the lower and higher whiskers for each
staƟsƟc respecƟvely.
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6.6 Summary
This chapter was conceived to give an ample view in how the visualizaƟon tool receives the data
generated during an experiment, and successfully produces visual results. The benefits from this
procedure were been discussed, emphasizing the idea that by analysing the raw files directly
would prove to be a daunƟng task. Indeed, a researcher would jeopardize a great amount of
Ɵme.
Each feature, and the methodologies employed in the resulƟng piece of soŌware, were stud-
ied one by one, and addiƟonally, a criƟcal analysis was also done, by showing the way, in some
cases, how the applicaƟon could be improved. Furthermore, the advantages that each one of
them brings to the whole research process was also been described. At the end, it was shown
how the staƟsƟcs are visually reproduced in a box-and-whisker plot, and the informaƟon that
someone can take from them.
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Experimental Procedure
7.1 IntroducƟon
This chapter is aimed to offer the necessary knowledge in how, abstractly, one could develop a
piece of soŌware that uses the framework funcƟonaliƟes, so that an experiment can be made.
For this to happen, a methodology must be followed.
An applicaƟon of this kind, communicates from user-space to kernel-space through the usage
of a set the systemcalls thatwere devised. Recall that, scheduling algorithmsunder consideraƟon
require a set of informaƟon that has to be provided before runƟme. As menƟoned before, that
informaƟon is given by the off-line procedure described in several parts of this document. The
purpose of this informaƟon is to configure the different parts of the framework in order to, at
runƟme, produce the correct scheduling.
Next, it is explained the way in which one can read the trace and staƟsƟcs informaƟon that
can be gathered during the runƟme scheduling phase, so that, aŌer an experiment is performed,
one can analyse the results gathered.
Finally, in order to provide some evidence that the framework can be used, results are shown
through experiments that were conducted.
7.2 PreparaƟon
A real Ɵme system is composed by a staƟc set of tasks that has to be scheduled according to one
scheduling algorithm in a system composed by a set of processors. This kind of systems require
that, at off-line, their schedulability must be guaranteed. For that purpose, an off-line set of
analyƟcal tools are used to ensure that at runƟme all the tasks real-Ɵme constraints will be met.
Therefore, in the ReTAS framework before any experiment starts, the informaƟon obtained
from the off-line procedure, that is, the final task to server and server to processor accompanied
with the computed reserves using themulƟprocessor scheduling algorithms available must exist.
Algorithm 6 shows, abstractly, the way in which the system preparaƟon could be done, using the
system calls available.
The first step is to prepare the server informaƟon. To do this, for each server, the system call
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Algorithm 6 System preparaƟon procedure
Input: Set of n tasks i with 1  i  n, set of k servers Pq with 1  q  k, set of r reserves with lengthsReslen[ ~Pq ], set ofm
processors Pj with 1  j  m. {off-line scheduling informaƟon}
for q  1 to k do
sys_retas_set_server_param(Id[ ~Pq ]; Policy[ ~Pq ]; T ype[ ~Pq ]; CpuAllowed1[ ~Pq ]; CpuAllowed2[ ~Pq ])
end for
for q  1 to r do
sys_retas_set_reserve_param(Id[ ~Pq ]; AltId[ ~Pq ]; Reslen[ ~Pq ])
end for
for j  1 tom do
sys_retas_set_cpu_reserves(Id[Pj ]; IndexF irstReserve[Pj ]; NrReserves[Pj ])
sys_retas_set_cpu_startreserve(Id[Pj ]; IndexStartReserve[Pj ])
end for
sys_retas_set_timezero(get_current_time_nanoseconds())
sys_retas_start_cpu_reserves(P;m)
policy  1
sys_retas_set_release_policy(policy)
for i 1 to n do
sys_retas_set_task_param(Id[i]; ServerId[i]; Deadline[i]; P eriod[i])
sys_retas_set_task(ProcessId[Pj ]; P rio[Pj ])
end for
sys_retas_stop_cpu_reserves()
sys_retas_set_server_param should be used. This system call receives the current server
idenƟficaƟon number, the server’s uniprocessor scheduling policy, which can be zero for EDF,
one for RM and two for DM, then the server’s type, which is also a digit, one for a NON-SPLIT
server, two for a SPLIT and three for a SINGLE, and, finally, the processor’s idenƟfiers where the
server was allocated (note that, processor’s idenƟfiers are not considered when the scheduling
algorithm is any of the Carousel versions, because servers execute on all processors available).
AŌer the first step, the preparaƟon phase now needs to have the reserves prepared and this
requires several steps. The first one, is to convey their most basic informaƟon, that is, the iden-
ƟficaƟon number of the server that was allocated to it, and the reserve length. To do this, the
system call, sys_retas_set_reserve_param is available. Then, in order to have all of the al-
gorithms available in one implementaƟon, several informaƟon should be set for each processor
available, the system call sys_retas_set_cpu_reserves should be called to specify the iden-
ƟficaƟon number of the processor’s first reserve to schedule, used to iniƟalize the pointer to it
in kernel-space, and the number of reserves that the processor was mapped to. Finally, the in-
dex of the first reserve in the global reserve array is passed using, sys_retas_set_cpu_start_
reserve.
Now, the Ɵmezero instant must be set with, sys_retas_set_timezero which receives the
current Ɵme in nanoseconds and marks the Ɵme instant in which the scheduling procedure
started. The reasoning behind this, is to synchronize the reserves mechanism among processors
and other related informaƟon.
Before preparing the tasks that are to be scheduled and begin their execuƟon, the reserve
Ɵmers must be started with sys_retas_start_cpu_reserves. This is done at this moment,
first, because they require the informaƟon that was conveyed previously to operate, and second,
because the exisƟng tasks require that these Ɵmers must be already acƟve. Indeed, the reserve
scheduling mechanism depends on them to switch from one to another.
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It is important to remember that the implementaƟon offers different strategies in how tasks
are released, and before tasks start to be scheduled, the release policy must be set with set_
release_policy, which receives one digit equal to one or two according to the release method
chosen, again the first implements the release queues at the per-processor run-queue level and
the other at the server level.
AŌer all this, each task must have its own Linux process created in the system. For each one
created, the task’s main parameters must be set using, sys_retas_set_task_param, which
receives the task’s idenƟficaƟon number, the server’s idenƟficaƟon number where the task was
allocated, its relaƟve deadline, and finally, its relaƟve period, both in nanoseconds. Furthermore,
the scheduling class of each task must be set to the RT scheduling class. Then, it is required to
set a priority level according to it. This is performed by invoking sys_retas_set_task, which
receives the task’s process id, and the priority number desired.
Typically, real-Ɵme tasks are recurrent. Their algorithm is based on a loop where they per-
form some work and then wait unƟl the next release. In the real-Ɵme context, each acƟvaƟon is
called a job. The ReTAS framework has a system call that puts the calling task in a waiƟng state
unƟl the next release sys_retas_delay_until. The release is performed depending on the
release policy chosen. Therefore, aŌer one job’s work is finished, it should compute the next re-
lease instant, which is equal to the sum between the previous arrival and the task’s period. This
happens, unƟl a task fulfils its computaƟonal and temporal demands.
AŌer this, when every task ends its execuƟon, its trace and staƟsƟcal informaƟon can be ob-
tained using a filesystem node, which can be read like a regular file, and addiƟonally, the reserve
Ɵmers should be stopped.
Later in this chapter, some tests are presented that weremade using an applicaƟon that does
all the steps described unƟl this moment. The objecƟve is to demonstrate how final results can
be taken and analysed to prove that the framework can be used in a real OS.
7.3 Environment
The experiments were performed in a host plaƞorm using a 4-core Intel Core i7-920 Processor
with 6GB of main memory where each core is able to run at 2.66 GHz. The Linux distribuƟon
used, was Ubuntu version 10.04 LTS and the kernel’s version 3.10.15 in combinaƟon with the
PREEMPT-RT patch.
The first three experiments were performed using the same task set included in SecƟon 4.4
and in the next one it will be revisited. The reasoning behind this, was to test the framework in
conjuncƟon with the schedulability analysis included in chapter 4. This task set was constructed
by hand in order to have a few high uƟlizaƟon tasks coexisƟng with several light uƟlizaƟon ones,
for the sake of simplicity. It is already known, that these tasks reproduce a schedulable task set
and therefore no unusual behaviour should be expected provided that the algorithms areworking
correctly.
To run an experiment, a piece of soŌware wriƩen in C was used which implements the steps
described in the last secƟon and spawns a new process for each task, where each one starts at
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the same Ɵme. Within each process, a loop is made where each iteraƟon corresponds to a single
job executed, and it is here, in a single iteraƟon, that a task’s work is simulated. A job’s deadline
miss is registered using the current system Ɵme. The next job’s release is calculated, and the task
sleeps unƟl that instant, so that a new job can be executed.
7.4 Task Set example
RevisiƟng the task set informaƟon again, as it is possible to see in Figure 7.1, it is divided by three
insets. The first one, that is, Inset (a), is a visual representaƟon of each task’s uƟlizaƟon. Inset (b),
shows the results obtained from the task-to-server assignment. Each task is assigned to servers
according to the First-Fit bin packing heurisƟc, while their schedulability is checked according to
RTA(described in Chapter 4).
Finally, Inset (c), shows the reserve lengths computed for each server, to do so, the existence
of a fake task was used, as it is explained in SubsecƟon 4.3.2.
100%
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6 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Figure 7.1: Task set example.
Next, the experiments done are analysed, showing some of the results taken, providing also
an interpretaƟon of what happened during their execuƟon. For each one, an extract of the GanƩ
diagram generated by the visualizaƟon tool is provided, giving some evidence that the compo-
nents involved result in tasks being scheduled. Then, it is also shown the behaviour of a processor
and a task as examples, knowing that each one behaves similarly to the remaining ones. Another
objecƟve, and that should be accomplished in the last experiment, is to have a grasp of the mag-
nitude for each overhead already discussed in 5.5.
7.5 Experiment with NPS-F-RM
Again, this experiment was done using the task set shown in SecƟon 4.4. It was constructed and
its feasibility checked using the other applicaƟon that was conceived to produce the example
shown in chapter 4. The laƩer, is able to, not just to perform the schedulability test required, but
also to produce the off-line informaƟon. The experiment ran during a 100 second interval, and
each value’s resoluƟon in the task set is in milliseconds. The Figure 7.2 shows an extract of the
output obtained from the user-space applicaƟon described in SecƟon 7.3 aŌer the experiment
finished.
The output shows that the applicaƟon, designated as LAUNCH, successfully read the off-line
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Figure 7.2: User-space applicaƟon’s output while running the experiment.
informaƟon and did the proper system preparaƟon, uponwhich it launched seven tasks and each
process is called, TASK. It also shows, for each one, upon finishing its execuƟon, addiƟonal infor-
maƟon. For each entry, one can read in this order: the task process id, the task id, deadline
misses occurred, and finally, the number of jobs executed. As it can be observed, no deadline
misses were registered.
To proceed with this experiment, the applicaƟon described in Chapter 6 is now used for test-
ing purposes. Figure 7.3 shows an extract of the GanƩ diagram created by this tool, were six
complete Ɵmeslots are possible to observe. The Ɵme interval shown is arbitrary.
Furthermore, in these experiments, tasks are numbered according to the task set, that is,
they begin from 1 to n where n is the number of exisƟng tasks, though this is not quite possible
to see in the following figure but they are represented by different colors and each task’s job
is represented by a rectangle with gradient. Each task’s arrival is represented by a light green
coloured arrow poinƟng upwards and each task’s deadline is drawn using a small red circle.
In contrast, each server, ~Pk, numbered in the task set from ~P1 to k where k is the number
of servers in existence, is now numbered, and represented in the figure, from 0 to k   1, that
is, ~P1, is actually indexed in the experiment with the alias S0 and so on. This representaƟon is
combined with each reserve rectangle that is also color coded.
Each processor is also numbered in this fashion. Aside from this, the algorithm’s implemen-
taƟon requires that an extra server is added, to fill the remaining computaƟonal space not used
by the last server in the last processor and this is also visible in the same diagrams. In some in-
stances, it is not possible to visualize the server’s alias completely, and therefore, it is important
to know that each reserve is represented by a disƟnct color, as it was said earlier. Reserves from
different processors, that have the same color, are those to which the same server was allocated.
As it can be observed, it is possible to know that each task is execuƟng inside their respecƟve
reserves, and these are scheduled correctly according to the example that was shown in chap-
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Figure 7.3: First experiment GanƩ diagram’s extract.
ter 4. This is possible to prove because each task is shown in a color that was chosen previously.
Each server is also allocated in its respecƟve reserve correctly. The figure also shows at least one
task’s arrival and one task’s finish, which as it is possible to see, follows what is expected. The
tasks that were allocated to the first server, are light ones and therefore they appear more oŌen
in the overall scheduling phase, and, in contrast, the task that was allocated to the fiŌh server, is
a heavy one, and it takes more computaƟonal resources unƟl it finishes its execuƟon.
Clearly, the objecƟve of this tool was fulfilled, it certainly helps some of the tesƟng and de-
bugging process that the framework demands, since if it was observed something strange in the
drawing, the component(s) that were wrongfully drawn would provide an hint to what to check
for soŌware problems, provided, of course, that this tool is correctly generaƟng the GanƩ dia-
gram.
The next step, is to have an idea about the behaviour of each staƟsƟcal informaƟon gathered.
Again, the same tool allows one to generate a box-and-whisker plot for each task and processor.
As an example, please refer to Figure 7.4, and Figure 7.10 to observe what was been obtained
for the fiŌh scheduled task in the original task set.
To conƟnue with this example, please observe the Figure 7.6 and 7.7 which focuses on the
staƟsƟcs of a processor instead of a task.
Themain objecƟve of these results is to have a percepƟon in how some overheads measured
behave and other components too, the way in which these are measured was already discussed
Figure 7.4: VisualizaƟon tool task 5 table with the staƟsƟcs informaƟon.
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Figure 7.5: VisualizaƟon tool task 5 Box-and-whisker plot.
Figure 7.6: VisualizaƟon tool processor 1 table with the staƟsƟcs informaƟon.
Figure 7.7: VisualizaƟon tool processor 1 Box-and-whisker plot.
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in SecƟon 5.5. By looking at the plots, for each one of them, one is able to see the range of values
that were obtained and have an idea howmuch they, perhaps, can really be, considering also the
computed average and standard deviaƟon to understand the how they diverge. Some results are
not shown in the plots. Their range of values differs muchwhen compared to the others, as it can
be observed from the tables provided. Otherwise, when using the zooming capabiliƟes of this
applicaƟon the rest would not be possible to observe either. The objecƟve is to show the most
informaƟon possible. In the other hand, IpiL, is not being collected, because no IPIs occurred
during the experiment. Again, this only happens in special cases, and for an experiment that only
ran for a brief period of Ɵme, it is completely normal.
7.6 Experiment with S-EKG-RM
For this experiment, the only difference is that the S-EKG algorithm is used. Again, S-EKG and
NPS-F share the same low-level implementaƟon, and they differ in the off-line informaƟon that
is conveyed from user-space to kernel-space. The S-EKG algorithm has a requirement, that is,
only one task can coexist in a SPLIT server, and when this task is not available for scheduling a
task inside the NON-SPLIT server in that processor is chosen instead. For this to be possible, the
off-line informaƟon as to be changed in order to reflect this requirement. For each processor,
whenever a split server also coexists with a non-split server, the alternate server for the split
onesmust be set, which actually is, the non-split one. The GanƩ diagram’s extract shown through
Figure 7.8 illustrates this with some detail.
Figure 7.8: Second experiment GanƩ diagram’s extract.
When one looks at the beginning of the GanƩ diagram, in the last processor(CPU3), it is
possible to see that the non-split task, in this case, 7, is execuƟng on all the servers allocated
to this processor: the addiƟonal one used to fill the remaining space, and the other in which
the SPLIT task (the task assigned to SPLIT server) is not available. The NON-SPLIT task (the task
assigned to NON-SPLIT server), which was mapped to the ~P5, here represented by the alias S4, is
execuƟng on server ~P5 here represented as S3. Later on, in the sameprocessor, the task allocated
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to that split server arrived in the previous processor and is shared normally between them. Every
task and processor is behaving similarly to the previous case, without any significant difference,
so no further staƟsƟcal informaƟon is shown.
7.7 Experiment with Carousel-RM
Itwas also performedanexperiment using Carousel-RMas scheduling algorithm. Again, the same
task set was used and the experiment ran for 100 seconds. The final purpose was to prove that
the Carousel philosophy can also be combined with the newly added uniprocessor algorithms
with the scheduling analysis produced. Figure 7.9 shows a random Ɵmespan of the scheduling
obtained using the applicaƟon already menƟoned.
As it is possible to visualize, the big change is that all processors share every server, and
each is sequenƟally accessed, no split servers exist, and therefore, there are less reserves in
consideraƟon, in fact, only one for each server. Each processor then starts execuƟng the first
reserve that is allowed to.
Taking a look at Figure 7.10, one can visualize that IPIs occurred between processors, in con-
trast to the last experiments. Indeed, this fact ismore probable to happen in this case, since every
task is shared by every processor available. Please refer to secƟon 5.5 formore details. Observing
the informaƟon taken, it is now possible to understand that the computaƟonal resources spent
in an IPIs are, in fact, quite similar to the other overheads.
Concluding, these three experiments ran without any problems, and despite being unrealis-
Ɵc because they were done in such a small Ɵme interval, no deadline misses occurred. Unfortu-
nately, no big differences are possible to see, because the measured staƟsƟcs are similar among
processors and tasks. Nevertheless, if these experiments were done in longer Ɵme intervals dif-
ferences may start to reveal, and it is with this strategy and tools, that they can be detected and
analysed. Again, what these served to prove, is that now one is able to obtain visual evidence
that it is, indeed, possible to schedule a task set successfully using the ReTAS framework.
Figure 7.9: Third experiment GanƩ diagram’s extract.
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Figure 7.10: VisualizaƟon tool task 2 Box-and-whisker plot.
In the next secƟon, a different kind of experiment is performed. Most newly added variaƟons,
firstly described in 4.1 are now tested, and all of their results combined, so that there is now a
primordial methodology to quanƟfy the overheads described earlier.
7.8 ExperimenƟng with several scheduling variaƟons
For this case, instead of only using one task set, tenwere randomly generated for each scheduling
variaƟon used. Each task set is also composed by a group of tasks that is also random, where in
some cases, more than ten tasks were scheduled. Furthermore, each task is mixed in nature,
where their uƟlizaƟon, ui, can range from 0:05 to 0:95. Because the task set generator, is not
capable to generate task sets that result in having only one task in the resulƟng split servers, that
is the requirement for S-EKG, only NPS-F and Carousel were considered, using, of course, the
uniprocessor policies added in this work, that is, RM and DM.
Each task set ran for a total of 100 seconds, and for each one, the task’s and processor’s over-
head measures were taken and combined, considering only the maximum values of each one of
them. The reasoning behind this choice is that, due to the criƟcality of RTSs, only theworst values
should be considered. Figure 7.11 shows a box-and-whisker plot that represents graphically each
overhead. Unfortunately, due to the large range of quanƟƟes between them, a non-linear base
Table 7.1: InformaƟon taken for each overhead.
DescripƟon ResJ ResO ResS ResL RelJ RelO CtswO TickO IpiL
Elements 160 160 160 160 288 288 288 288 54
Average 12421.4 12696.1 26710.1 31789.6 8721.7 1293.6 2389.1 1661.3 965117.9
Std. DeviaƟon 3966.9 3956.8 81378.9 80235.2 4029.6 917.8 1471.8 935.9 3799139.6
Maximum 25669 25868 486747 487084 21963 5596 7016 6717 27999193
Upper QuarƟle 14963.3 15167 10696 16597.3 9387.8 1306.8 2193.3 1716.5 1317.5
Mean 13220 13428.5 2288.5 9899.5 7145.5 1076 1808.5 1417 705
Lower QuarƟle 9234 9446.3 1173.3 6961.3 5298 796 1649 1161.3 538.8
Minimum 5637 5916 561 1552 1028 590 893 760 354
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10 logarithmic scale for the y-axis was used to show all the informaƟon conveniently. Neverthe-
less, the reader is asked to look at the table 7.1 to visualize the real informaƟon that is illustrated
in the plot.
Figure 7.11: Box-and-whisker plot showing graphically each overhead.
Despite the interest being finding the worst case possible for each overhead, the box-and-
whisker plot informaƟon is useful to understand several informaƟon about the overheads. First,
the upper and lower whiskers represent the maximum and minimum values taken. The median,
the line in the middle of the two different coloured rectangles, is the expected value, shows that
at least 50% of the obtained informaƟon for that overhead is actually greater than it, and the
upper and lower quarƟles, shown as the upper and lower coloured rectangle limits, represent
that at least 25% of the values used are greater or lower respecƟvely than them. The standard
deviaƟon, is useful to know the quanƟty of variaƟon from the set of values used, being those
closer to 0 the ones with less dispersion. Using this knowledge, it is possible to visualize that all
overheads are quite similar, with the excepƟon of ResS,ResL and IpiLwhich divergemuchmore
than the rest. AddiƟonally, these havemaximum vales, that aremuch greater, specially in the last
case, which sugest that they should perhaps be treated differently in future developments.
The point to prove with this experiment, is that, this methodology, could perhaps be used
to realisƟcally quanƟfy each one of them, considering the worst-cases possible as a basis to do
so. Enabling the possibility to conƟnue with the work presented in Chapter 4 which requires that
overheads should be considered because otherwise problemaƟc results occur.
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7.9 Summary
In this chapter, it was explored the method which was used to run each experiment. This was
important because there are specific steps to be taken in an order, and the off-line informaƟon
should be conveyed from user-space to kernel-space correctly. Then, a few experiments were
made, each one, showing a different case for the purpose of comparison and observing the be-
haviour of the framework. But this was also performed to test the work here devised, that is, to
tesƟfy the synergy created by each tool here presented.
In the next chapter, the final conclusions are drawn, focusing on what, and in how the work
devised can generate an improvement in the research process involved. To complement this
effort, future improvements are also discussed.
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Conclusion
Semi-parƟƟoned scheduling shows itself as a promising method to obtain saƟsfying results, and
this is done by dealing with the scheduling process more efficiently by combining the advantages
from the other scheduling schemes, namely the global and parƟƟoned schedulingmethods. This
dissertaƟon aimed to provide a real implementaƟon of those algorithms and by demonstraƟng,
that it is possible, by using the tools described, to do experiments and to obtain results from
them. The big objecƟve was to bridge the gap between theory and pracƟce.
This chapter is, therefore, divided in two parts, first, conclusions are presented, and finally,
future work that must be done to conƟnue with the development in this area of research.
8.1 Conclusions
With the development of modern operaƟng systems, either in the general or the real Ɵme area,
more and more computaƟonal demands are generated because of the soŌware’s complexity.
This factor demands that the processors being used must be more capable. Heat generaƟon
eventually stopped the advancement in the uniprocessor area and this is why this scheme is not
suitable any more. To obtain beƩer performance, less financial costs and less power consump-
Ɵon, the mulƟprocessor scheme was introduced.
With this hardware evoluƟon (or revoluƟon) imposes the evoluƟon (or revoluƟon) of the
underlying soŌware, namely those that are responsible for the management of the hardware
resources.
This dissertaƟon deals with an important component of such soŌware: the scheduler. The
scheduler is responsible for the management of CPU Ɵme. It defines which task execute on it
and when it relinquishes it, and which is the next one to be executed. This is called process
scheduling, that is the acƟvity of the process manager that handles the removal of the running
process from the CPU and the selecƟon of another process on the basis of a parƟcular scheduling
algorithm.
Scheduling algorithms for uniprocessor systems are considered mature due to their usage in
the last decades. But, with the advent of mulƟprocessor systems, new soŌware started to ap-
pear for mulƟprocessor systems, but the uniprocessor techniques could not be directly applied,
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because of the new layer of complexity created by the existence of mulƟple processors.
One of the areas that neededmore development was real Ɵme scheduling, which enjoys ma-
ture work for uniprocessor systems. A task set could be successfully scheduled without problems
as long an opƟmal scheduling algorithm was employed together with robust schedulability anal-
ysis. This is highly important for hard real Ɵme systems were failing a task’s deadline could result
in a catastrophic event.
Meanwhile, new mulƟprocessor scheduling perspecƟves started to be developed, with the
big example of global and parƟƟoned scheduling. Both offered a number of advantages and
limitaƟons. However, semi-parƟƟoned scheduling was developed to inherit their advantages.
Unfortunately, to prove their usefulness in a real operaƟng system requires much work to be
done.
The work presented in this dissertaƟon, demonstrates how some of these semi-parƟƟoned
scheduling algorithms can be implemented in a real operaƟng system, which in this case, was
Linux. This resulted in a framework that provides an unified implementaƟon of some mulƟpro-
cessor scheduling algorithms.
With this, this work also shows how informaƟon is gathered during a scheduling experiment.
This informaƟon, which is difficult to assess with the human eye in its raw state, is used in an ap-
plicaƟon conceived that draws a GanƩ diagram represenƟng scheduling events, and this is what
ends up aiding in the research process, because it is now possible to actually see the scheduling
produced, and to conclude if something wrong occurred, provided, of course, that this applica-
Ɵon is well implemented.
Despite this area of research being complex, and trying to implementmulƟprocessor schedu-
ling algorithms can be a daunƟng task, the Linux’s kernel version used certainly helped, due to its
modularity and unificaƟon, specially in its scheduling core. In the beginning of this work, a frame-
work’s version already existed, but it was not as organized as it is now, and it did not offered the
same funcƟonaliƟes, with emphasis to the new uniprocessor algorithms added, which resulted
in new scheduling variaƟons never used before, during the runƟme procedure. Because this last
feature generated an environment that was different, new scheduling analysis was conceived to
contemplate the newly created scheduling variaƟons, since unƟl then, only unified schedulabil-
ity analysis that considered EDF as the on-line uniprocessor algorithm was in existence. This was
done combining RTA, which was known to be a good schedulability test for the new uniprocessor
algorithms added to the framework. At the end, it is believed, that the big objecƟve of this work
was completely achieved. Indeed, posiƟve results were obtained, experimenƟng and using all
the tools here created.
8.2 Future Work
The schedulability analysis presented, although showing that it can be applied, sƟll needs to be
completed. For now, it does not include the existence of operaƟng system overheads. This is a
must, overheads affect the scheduling, and they cannot be neglected. This is why, in the chapter
7.8, the worst possible cases for each overhead were obtained, and used to conclude that they
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could be used to serve as the basis to complement them in the schedulability analysis required.
The iniƟal steps for future development, are therefore, available.
The OS version, and processor’s architecture used(x86_64), were conceived for general use,
and therefore, are not suitable for RT compuƟng. To further prove that this work is truly use-
ful, it is necessary to actually use the work devised in an environment acceptable for this area.
Fortunately, at least, in the second case, this should not be that difficult, since the source code
produced is not too dependent from the architecture with the excepƟon from the system calls.
The visualizaƟon tool, unfortunately, has some performance issues when it is working with
a lot of informaƟon, even when showing informaƟon from four processors, which nowadays is a
small number, sƟll it is be prepared to be able to draw the scheduling of any arbitrary number of
processors. It is predicted, that for more than eight, unusual behaviour can occur.
The next big addiƟon to this work, would be to use a real applicaƟon together with the frame-
work to schedule its tasks according to the scheduling policies offered. It was shown how to con-
ceive an applicaƟon that communicates with the framework, and so was done to perform the
experiments needed. The task sets used were previously prepared, or, randomly generated. To
use the framework with a real applicaƟon requires that amethodmust be conceived to construct
the task set, which is something that, for now, was not explored.
In conclusion, the soŌware produced, allowed the construcƟon of several experimental tests
that ended up showing promising results, it was possible to successfully schedule task sets and
to use the scheduling informaƟon in the visualizaƟon tool to see what really happened during
that process. This fact, allows one to conclude that semi-parƟƟoned scheduling can indeed be
implemented in a real operaƟng system.
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Appendix A
The ReTAS framework installaƟon and
tesƟng procedure
In this appendix are given instrucƟons to install the framework and successfully make experi-
ments with it. The guidelines provided here, are the same available in the framework’s main
web site. For each file needed, the reader is asked to go this page.
It is important to know, that before doing anything, the reader must have the proper Linux
distribuƟon available, the correct kernel version, and its corresponding PREEMPT-RT patch. In
our experiments we have used the following:
• Ubuntu 14.04.2 LTS(ubuntu-14.04.2-desktop-amd64.iso)
• PREMMPT_RT patch (rt11)
A.1 CompilaƟon and InstallaƟon
First, one needs to obtain the soŌware required, these are either libraries or extra soŌware ded-
icated to kernel development. To do so, please type in the terminal:
1 $ sudo apt ge t i n s t a l l f a k e r oo t
$ sudo apt ge t i n s t a l l k e rne l wedge
3 $ sudo apt ge t i n s t a l l bu i l d e s s e n t i a l
$ sudo apt ge t i n s t a l l makedumpf i le
5 $ sudo apt ge t i n s t a l l k e rne l package
$ sudo apt ge t i n s t a l l l i b n c u r s e s 5 dev
Before compiling, the /etc/default/grub file must be changed to show the GRUB menu. For
that purpose please type:
$ sudo g e d i t / e t c / d e f a u l t / grub
and comment the GRUB_HIDDEN_TIMEOUT opƟon with a # like in the example:
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1 # I f you change t h i s f i l e , run ’ update grub ’ a f t e rwa r d s to update
# / boot / grub / grub . c f g .
3
GRUB_DEFAULT=0
5 #GRUB_HIDDEN_TIMEOUT=0
GRUB_HIDDEN_TIMEOUT_QUIET= t r ue
7 GRUB_TIMEOUT=10
GRUB_DISTRIBUTOR = ’ l s b _ r e l e a s e   i  s 2> / dev / n u l l || echo Debian ’
Next, the correct kernel source code must be downloaded from hƩp://kernel.org/. Please
type in the terminal:
$ wget h t t p : / /www. k e r n e l . org / pub / l i n u x / k e r n e l / v3 . 0 / l i n u x  3 .10 . 15 . t a r . bz2
Extract tar (.tar.bz2) file:
1 $ t a r  x j v f l i n u x  3 .10 . 15 . t a r . bz2
and rename directory from linux-3.10.15 to linux-3.10.15-rt11-retas-reserve
1 $ mv l i n u x  3.10.15 l i n u x  3.10.15  r t11 r e t a s r e s e r v e
download the linux-3.10.15-rt11-retas-reserve patch and change to the linux-3.10.15-rt11-retas-
reserve directory:
1 $ cd l i n u x  3.10.15  r t11 r e t a s r e s e r v e
apply the patch:
1 $ patch  p1 < . . / l i n u x  3.10.15  r t11 r e t a s r e s e r v e . patch
The first step to compile the kernel is to choose the compilaƟon opƟons. Tomake this process
easier, a configuraƟon file is provided with some modificaƟons to make the compilaƟon process
quicker. Please, copy it to the linux-3.10.15-rt11-retas-reserve directory changing the file name
to .config:
1 $ cp . . / Downloads / l i n u x  3.10.15  r t11 r e t a s r e s e r v e / c o n f i g l i n u x  3.10.15  r t11 
r e t a s r e s e r v e / . c o n f i g
When this is done, navigate to the modified kernel and type:
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1 $ cd l i n u x  3.10.15  r t11 r e t a s r e s e r v e
$ make menuconf ig
Exit the menuconfig app and save the .config file. A shell script that automates the compilaƟon
process is provided but this is opƟonal. Copy the script file to your Linux kernel parent folder and
please type the following in the terminal:
$ cd . .
2 $ sudo . / kcomp i l e . sh
Everything should bedone at thismoment, there should be anewopƟon in theGRUBmenu(check
the advanced opƟons secƟon) that will allow one to boot to the modified kernel.
A.2 TesƟng
The first thing to do, is to download the user-space applicaƟon. It allows one to feed it with a
configuraƟon file containing the scheduling informaƟon that will be used during the scheduling
phase. It is of utmost importance that in order to use the ReTAS framework properly, one under-
stands the contents of a valid file of this nature, for that purpose we provide an explanaƟon in
how to construct one in the website. Uncompress the archive:
$ unz i p l i n u x  3.10.15  r t11 r e t a s r e s e r v e . z i p
Change to the applicaƟon directory, and compile the applicaƟon as follows:
1 $ cd l i n u x  3.10.15  r t11 r e t a s r e s e r v e / t a s k s
$ . / compi le . sh
3 $ cd . .
To perform an experiment all is needed to do is to execute a simple script file(run_exp) that
is present in the extracted folder. Some configuraƟon files are provided in the archive. They
are named config# (ex: config1, config2, etc...). File permissions must be changed. There is
also another script file(log.sh), that performs some logging acƟviƟes, sƟll, the run_exp script
automaƟcally uses it, so there is no need to execute it directly.
1 $ chmod 755 l o g . sh
$ chmod 755 run_exp . sh
3 $ . / sudo run_exp . sh
This finishes the overall procedure, results should start to show in the terminal. Again, further
details in how to interpret them, are provided in the web page.
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